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Fund raising for films - does
"Lightning Jack" represent a one off
or a way forward into the future?
David Williams discussesan innovative form of funding for films
n the middle of 1993 the public was
offered the opportunity to invest in the
big budget film "Lightning Jack", to star
Paul Hogan. The offer was made via a
registered prospectus and related to units
in a unit trust,
which units would be
listed on the ASX.The offer was partially
underwritten and was successful. The film is
nowin the stage of completion with release
scheduled for March 1994.
Finding investment funds to produce
films is a continuing problem for all but a
few film producers. The Lightning Jack
approach, which combined elements which
had not previously appeared together, is one
which has now succeeded and broken new
ground. The real issue is whether others
can foflow in the footsteps.
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Critical features of the float

T

he critical features of the Lightning
Jack float (not in any order of
priority) seem to have been:

¯ total risk attaching to the investment
(i.e: no guaranteed returns);
¯ Marquee Nameattached;
¯ marketable security
rather than a
peralanent economically non-transferable
investment;
¯ unit trust structure;
¯ AT0 Tax Ruling;
¯ large amount being raised;
¯ underwritten offer;
¯ Village Roadshowinvolvement;
¯ an interesting
and easy to read
prospectus; and
¯ an ADRprogram.
Other people may focus on other
aspects and judge themto be critical factors.
The following comments on the critical
fealures maybe of interest.
Communications
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Total Risk
nlike most other film-based
projects offered to the public,
Lightning]ack was a "total risk" or
"entrepreneurial
investment"
rather than a "financial investment" (which
would normally have a guaranteed level of
return to ensure at least no capital loss
occurred).
Investors were asked to take a risk that
could involve them losing the whole of their
investment (excluding any tax benefits
under Division 10Bof the Tax Act). This, of
necessity,
involved investors making a
commercial judgement on the likelihood of
the Project recovering its cost and making
a profit.
There is a significant difference between
this situation andthe type of film investment
marketed in Australia over the past 10 years
on a "no rlsk, guaranteed return" basis.
The investments
competing with
Lightning Jack for investors funds were
the Woolworths float and the Channel
7 float and not tax shelter products such
as normal Di’cision IOBAfilm invesWaentsand
agricultural shelters. Whatit demonstrated

U

wasthe existence of such ,a market, provided
that the right elements ~e present. ’

The profile of investors
n speaking to a number of these
investors, it became clear that
, were treating the whole of
their investment as money that
could be lost. Approximately two-thirds of
investors invested only $2,000, ie: the
minimumamount of investment.
In other words, it was not an investment
where the investor "needed" to recover the
principal and minimumreturn or otherwise
they would suffer a severe financial
disadvantage. It is not clear what would
have been the level of investment on
response to the offer if there had been a
minimum investment limit fixed at say

$20,000.
The marquee element

T

he presence of a marqueeelement(s)

is critical tothe success or otherwise
of such an offer to investors.
However, this is a very subjective
matter involving investor perception.
At the time of the float Paul Hoganwas
well-known both in Australia and overseas.
He has a good track record in an industry
historically
littered with failures. The
success of the Crocodile Dundee films is
legendary. The market knew this.
In my view, there would be few other
marquee elements (including good track
record) that could achieve a successful
Lightning Jack style float. However,this is a
very subjective issue.

Stock exchange listing
n a "going forward" basis, the
ability to quit an investmentin
reaction to changingcircumstances
seemsto be a critical aspectof any
investment portfolio and the ability to
offer a "liquid" investment increased the
attractiveness of Lightning.lack units as an
investment.
The trading in LightningJack units has
beenmoreconsistent with investors wanting
to holda pieceof the action and see whereit
takes them. I suspect most investors are
treating the investment as a pure risk
investmentand, unless faced with immediate
financialdifficulties, are unlikelyto quit the
investmentbefore the release of the film and
an indication of its likely commercial
success. At that time there is likely to be a
significantincreasein tradingin the stock.
The ADR Program
his simply enhancesthe investment,
in that there is potentially an
increased market of purchasers
shouldthe investor wishto sell. This
is the result of beingable to trade the units
over the counter in certain US banks
without the normalSECrequirements for a
publicissueof securities.
Unless there is a significant US
exposure,as is the case withLightningJack,
this maybe a neutral factor.

T

Distribution,

Tax & Underwriting

he fact that a major Australian
distributor, Village Roadshow,was
closely involvedin the productionof
the project may have influenced
investors to invest. It is not clear howmuch
this acted as a confirmation to potential
investors that the project was worth
investing in as a risk investmentor indeed
on what basis it wouldbe interpreted by
potentialinvestors.
Increasingly, there is a need to obtain
certainty of tax treatment up front. The
project was submitted to the ATOand
extensivelyreviewed.
A binding private ruling was issued to
the trustee and to one prospectiveinvestor
and this was disclosed in the prospectus.
This minimisedthe element of uncertainty
associatedwith the taxation treatmentof an
investment (particularly
where the
investmentinvolvedinnovativeaspects).
Again, underwriting sends a messageto
potential investors of an underwriler being
confidentthat it will be a fully subscribed
issue.
Underwritting also gives comfort
that an investmentwill be a real investment

T
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and not returned because minimum
subscriptionfor the issue is not reached.

Hopefully for the Australian film
industry the answeris yes.

A way forward - into the future?

David Williams is a Sydney based
parknerwith MallesonsStephenJaques

I

s it practical for other film promoters
to adopt a similar approach? Only
time will provide the answer to this
question.
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New Zealand Judge finds
news monitoring business to
be "parasitic"
Paul Sumpter reports on a recent decision involving
Newsmonitor Services
ne of the classic conundrums
of intellectual property law is
the demarcation between the
monopoly
rights given to creators
and the right of the general public
to benefit from the fruits of their
labour. In some quarters the recent
NewZealand case between Television New
Zealand -v- NewsmonitorServices Limited
("Newsmonitor") is being heralded as a
victory for the creators (in this case TVNZ).
Certainly,the caserepresentsto the television
industry whatDe Garis~v- Neville Jeffress
Pidler meantto the newspaper
industry.
But in manyrespects the Newsmonitor
findings were predictable and the decision
perhaps more accurately illustrates the
extent to which copyright law can be
misunderstood and/or ignored (and the
dangers of doing so). Howeverthe case
mayindirectly give muchneeded impetus
to the long-heralded reform of the
NewZealand Copyright Act 1962, a piece
of legislation having very important
ramifications for those in the media and
communications
industry.

Umited

This was because the Judge - citing the
leading Australian academic Dr Sam
Ricketson- held that the scripts were not
essentially intended to be performed or
represented but rather simply read or
narrated. (It is faintly ironical that TVNZ
had itself someyears backsuccessfully, and
unsurprisingly, defendeditself against a
claim by the Englishtalent quest presenter,
HughieGreen, whotried to claim that his
unscripted ideas for his show"Opportunity
Knocks"compriseda "dramaticwork".)
Whilst TVNZ’sinteresting argumenton
dramaticworkslost out, Justice Blanchard
had little difficulty in concludingthat the
reporters’field scripts andfinal scripts used
in the presentation of the newsprogrammes
were "Iiterary works".This wasdespite the
fact that substantial portions of a typical
newsbroadcast consisted of video tapes of
someonespeaking either to a reporter or
addressing one or morethird parties such
as an audience.
But a long line of copyright cases have
emphasised that there is a very low
thresholdfor an item to qualify as original
and therefore enjoy the fruits of copyright
protection. Onewell knowncase from the
The action
turn of the centurywasspecifically referred
to, Walter-w Lane, whenthe English House
ewsmonitov’sbusiness consisted
of Lords effectively decided that the mere
of taping broadcastsof television
reporting of wordsof anothergives rise to a
and radio news and current
reporters’ copyright so long as there is a
affairs programsand providing
modicumof skill and judgement used in
transcripts of programportions specified by
composingthe reports.
fee paying clients. TVNZwas seeking a
The Judge also found that TVNZ
permanent injunction and damages for
possessed
copyright in the video tapes of
alleged copyright infringement, although
the
scripts
(which qualified as cinethe case proceeded on the question of
matograph
films)
and in the broadcasts
liability only and the argumentwasconfined
as
such.
He
went
on to decide that
to the scripts of sixteen specimenprograms
Newsmonitor
had
infringed
the copyrights,
for which TVNZ
sought a declaration that
though
not
before
discussing
and dismissing
Newsmonitor
had infringed copyright.
a
number
of
interesting
defences.
TVNZ
claimed it possessed copyright in
its scripts ("literary works"), programs
("dramaticworks"), video tapes ("cinematoPublic Interest
graphicfilms") and the actual broadcasts.
ewsmonitors’
initial counterattack
wasbased on public interest. Its
The decision
lawyers argued that TVNZ’s
claim
was contrary to provisions in the
he television companyscored four
out of five, failing only to convince NewZealandBill of Rights Act to do with
freedomof expression. Indeedthis line has
the Judgethat the newsand current
been echoed subsequent to the release of
affairs programscripts qualified as
the decision by one NewZealand Member
unpublished, original "dramatic works".
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TVNZ and

of Parliamentwho,in a press release, has
trumpeted that the case represents ~an
ominous development, and one at which
Parliament should have a close look at an
early opportuifity. If public broadcasters
start claiming they ownthose rights [free
speechl, and control whocan disseminate
newsonce it has been publicly broadcast,
.:
then will everyperson’srights be at risk?".
BlanchardJ, pointed out that there was
no "statutory monopoly"in the infonnafion
broadcast by TVNZand that anyone
was free to summarise the contents of
programmes and to disseminate these
summaries to customers. Newsmonitor’s
rejoinder to this no doubtwouldbe that the
essence of its business is in obtaining the
news verbatim. Howeverthe judgu~ent was
clear and conformedto a familiar pattern newsgathering services cannot be allowed
to reap wherethey have not sown, at least
not withoutpayinga fee.
Aninteresting side note to this part of
the argumentis the issue of government
censorship by meansof the CopyrightAct.
Not so long ago in NewZealandthere was a
considerable houha that the Crown’s
copyrightlegislation, parliamentarymaterial
and judgments,providedthe opportunity for
the deliberate suppressionof publication of
the lawfor political endsor at least enabled
strict control for revenuebasedobjectives.
Indeed a then MP, Mr Doug Graham, put
forwarda private members
bill to rectify the
perceivedproblems.Thebill had as its basic
principle the unrestricted right of accessfor
all of the laws in NewZealand.Thehill did
not proceed. Grahamis the present New
ZealandMinisterof Justice.
Fair Dealing
In its defenceto the claim for copyright
in the broadcasts Newstnonitor relied
upon the "fair dealing" provisions which
are common to most copyright laws
throughout the western world. They have
all been difficult to interpret. As in the
Australian De Garis case the defence
advancedthe argumentthat Newsmonitor’s
service wasfair use of materialfor "research
or private study". But the NewZealandjudge
decided that Newsmonitor
itself was doing
no research or study but appropriating the

material for commercial profit (though
Newsmonitor’scustomers were acquiring
the transcripts for the purposesfor research
or privatestudy).
Interestingly, the Judge also decided
howeverthat Newsmooitor’s
habit of taping
all programmes
in their entirety fromwhich
they selectedtranscripts onorder for clients
wasa "fair dealing" becausethe tapes were
not used for any other purposeand werethen
destroyedoncethe extracts had beenmade.
AlthoughBlanchardJ did not therefore
needto deal withthe questionof whatis "fair"
in terms of a fair dealing defence, he did
reviewthe 16individualextractsin this light.
The defendant here put forward again a
vigorous"publicpolicy"submission
that ~fair
dealing"shouldbe interpretedrather liberally
becausethe copyrightmaterial pertained to
newsand current affairs and there was a
public interest in the disseminationof this
material (which Newsmonitorbut not TVNZ
was willing to make available). Justice
Blanchar6howeverremarked:
"A news monitoring business is
parasitic. Whyshouldit havea free ride on
a broadcaster which has put considerable
amountsof time and moneyinto producing
the news and current affairs programmes
whichare the source]orthe transcripts".

private viewing. Clearly this would be
beyondthe pale and the Judge interpreted
the Copyright Act provisions accordingly.
But the questionmaynot be closed.
Comment
he case has therefore clarified some
matters of copyright for the media
industry and will no doubt be
~velcomed on both sides of the
Tasman by broadcasters who have had
difficulties withmonitoringorganisations.
On the other hand, if those whose
feathers have nowbeen ruffled choose to
raise the cry of reform (as a NewZealand
MPhas already done) this maybe a very
beneficial spin-off. Despite periodic
lobbying and reports issued by the New
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Paul Sumpter is an Auckland based
partner in the New Zealand law firm
Kensington Swan

Indigenous media is a
priority, and not just a
luxury
In this,
Lecture,

Other issues
here was also the question of
whatconstituted a "work"- the whole
programme or each news item
or segment? On this important
thoughacademicquestion, in choosingthe
complete programme
the Judge was able to
find that ten of the sixteen items were"fair
dealings" for the purpose of research or
privatestudy.
A defence which was successful
in relation to one item, concerned the
exceptionin the NewZealandCopyrightAct
wheresomethingis copied for the ~porposes
of a judicial proceeding",TheJudgegave a
fairly generous interpretation to this
provisionto permitmaterial to be copiedfor
the purposeof legal advice. This exception
maynot howeverbe as broadas it seems.
One final point worthy of mention
is the claim made by TVNZthat a
"private purposes"exemptionin relation to
broadcasts in the NewZealand Act did not
applyto the other types of copyrightso that
a broadcaster such as TVNZwho also
happenedto ownthe copyright in literary,
dramatic or cinematographic works
containedin the broadcastwasable to claim
infringement even in relation to private
taping. The "absurd" result, as the Judge
put it, would have meant that New
Zealanderscouldnot lawfully makea tape of
a rugbytest matchby time recording it for

Zealand Justice Department in 1985 and
1989 nothing has yet emerged in the
shape of concrete proposals. Australians
have at least embarked upon piecemeal
reform. The technological changes that
have occurred since the 1960’s have
exposed considerable chasmsin copyright
law. There are many examples some of
whichshould be of far greater concern to
TVNZthan news scripts - such as the
question of cable TV and satellite
broadcasts. Indeed, if 1 were a TVNZ
executive 1 would be lobbying the New
Zealand Governmentfast right now. But
that is anotherstory...

the second of a two part article
Dot West outlines
national

the mechanismsfor establishing

a

Indigenous Media service

Out of the Silent Land
n early 1984 the Federal Government
formeda special task force to advise on
Aboriginal broadcasting and telecommunications policies. The Task Force
report, "Outof the Silent Land",wasreleased
later that year and in 1985the government
endorsedover flip] of its recommendations.
"Outof the Silent Land"addressedthe lack of
telecommunications and electronic media
availableto Aboriginalpeopleliving in remote
Australiaandat the sametimestated that city
based broadcasting was being catered for
throughthe Public broadcastingsector. Sadly
this report did not go far enoughto cater to
the growingneeds of Indigenous Mediaand
the eight years since the report was written
werestifling for manygroups.
Thereport also highlighted the needto
offset the impactof westerntelevision and
radio in remote communities, which was
brought about by the launch of AUSSATs
first generation
of satellites. In the yearof the
bicentennial some85 remoteAboriginal and
Tortes Strait Islander communities were
given, throughthe Department
for Aboriginal
Affairs, a facility called BRACS,
Broadcasting
for RemoteAboriginal CommunitiesScheme.
The packageincluded a satellite dish and

I

based on her 1993 Boyer

decoder along with somebasic equipment
whichallowedthe community
to interrupt the
radio or television signal and broadcasttheir
ownprogramswithin a 5kmradius.
Brilliant idea, fantastic plan, but what
was forgotten were three very important
factors for the system’ssuccess:consultation,
training andon-goingfunding.In manyof the
85 communitieswhoreceived BRACS,
there
was no consultation by the Departmentof
AboriginalAffairs about whetherthey wanted
the equipmentor not. It was just delivered
and installed. Manyof these communities
say that they were given only a half hour
course in howto operate the equipment.
Abouta year later the bureaucrats got it
together enoughto realise training programs
were necessary to teach the community
membershow to interrupt the incoming
signal and to makeand present their own
communitybased programs. But in most
cases it wasn’t until two years after the
installation of BRACS
that people received
this training.
In the meantimethe communities had
becomeaccustomedto the daily soapies and
the general infiltration of westernculture.
As an Aboriginalperson you start to wonder
about the motivation behind BRACS
and the
governments’failure to meet the challenge
it supposedlyset itself: to allow remote
Communications
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Aboriginal and Islander communities to
interrupt the broadcasting of western
civilisation to their communities.Wasthe
delay in providingtraining and infrastructure
a sub-conscious
infiltration of whitesociety
into Australia’s indigenouscommunities?
It
certainly appearedthat way.
ATSIC
ow that we have the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
Commission (ATS[C), things
are looking up for the remote
communities. Just this year 0993) the
Commissioners realised the worth of
Indigenous media and the importance of
BRACS.In their new policy paper they
have said they will develop a detailed
strategy for the "revitalisation’, over the
next three years, of BRACS.
In the first
year they plan to pump$1 Minto the
revitalisation and another quarter of a
millioninto training.
Even though BRACS
has been installed
in communities for a number of years
without clear government policy or
assistance, in manyparts of Australia
BRACS’local programmingis a vibrant
part of manycommunity’s
daily life. It has

N

been used to bail up governmentofficials
and visitors to communities which then
allows community members who don’t
attend the council meetings an insight as
to who’svisiting, and why.It is also used
extensively to inform the community
of the
daily business of council and its workers,
and community schools can access the
service and broadcast their ownprograms
and learn about electronic media.
Setting up our media groups around
Australia has been hard work, especially in
the absence of progressive government
policy for Indigenous media. The
Department for Aboriginal and Islander
Affairs began a policy development
process back in 1987. Indigenous Media
workers, along with their communities,
becameextremely frustrated whenreports
were not produced even though the
consultation process, in an ad hoc fashion,
had been conducted. We’ve been waiting
for the promisednew policy for over five
years now. It has been extremelyhard for
the broadcasting sector within the
Departmentof Aboriginal and Tones Strait
Islander Affairs to attract extra money
without a clear policy. There was only a
small number of Aboriginal and Tortes
Strait Islander media groups who were

fortunate enoughto get on the fundinglist
of the then Department for Aboriginal
Affairs. The rest were left to fend for
themselves or try for the small amountof
funding available
for Aboriginal
broadcasting in the Public broadcast
sector.
New Approach
t was not until October1991, nearly 70
years after the birth of Australian
radio, that ATSIC, along with the
Department of Transport
and
Communication,wrote a discussion paper
about Aboriginaland Torres Strait Islander
broadcasting policy. In April 1993, after
muchconsultation, the Commissionersof
ATSICendorsed a new policy paper for
IndigenousMediain Australia.

I

To a certain extent the new policy
paper is reflective of what is happening
within Aboriginal and Tortes Strait
[slander Broadcasting and what will be
developed in the future. However,there
are still someareas of concern. The major
one is the use of the word broadcasting
whenin actual fact we in the industry also
include our newspaper outlets, but the
policy paper doesn’t recognise this [orm of
media. There are other areas of concern
but it is apparent that ATSICplans to use
the newly formed National Indigenous
Media Association as a body to consult
with and receive advice from. Weas the
Indigenous Media industry now have a
forumfor negotiations.
There is one other important aspect of
this new paper; a long term goal. In
association with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islauder Broadcasters, ATSICwill
seek recognition and appropriate funding
of the indigenousbroadcastingsector in its
own right within the framework of the
government’s mainstream broadcasting
structure. If this goal is implemented
it will
meanthat we will be competingfor funds
with the rest of the broadcastingsector of
Australia such as the ABCand SBSand it
will also allow our Industry to have the
same recognition and importance as our
National broadcasters.
At the momentmedia organisaflons
whoreceive ATSICgrants are required to
go to their ATSICregional councils for
funding. This raises a conflict of interest
and is a major reason whythe funding of
Indigenous media needs to he separated
from ATSIC. Our communities expect
Indigenousmedia to report truthfully and
fairly on all stories we broadcast. But in
some instances it becomes extremely

difficult for this to happenin relation to
ATSIC,our funding body. If there is an
adverse story about a regional council or
councillor it becomesvery difficult when
these same people decide on your
organisation’sfunding.

Future Vision

wouldlike Australia to recognise there
is an Indigenous media sector which
does exist and has existed and
developed for many years. We
currently have the ABCand SBS fully
National Indigenous Media
funded and resourced by the Federal
Association
governmentas national media services.
Whythen not a national Indigenous media
s Indigenous media groups
service? Whynot a national Indigenous
we have operated for many
television station which can be accessed
years in separate arenas. There fromanywherein Australia.
were the groups who received
The service should have the capacity to
DAA/ATSIC
funding, and the groups who not only be televised from a capital city,
broadcast on Public radio; others who but also to broadcast nationally from a
broadcast on the ABC;the print media; the
region such as the Kimberley. Also,
television and video productiongroupsand
Indigenous media should have the
not forgetting our individual Indigenous capabilities of BRACS,and be able to
intercept the national broadcast and
mediaworker’s in the ABCand the SBS.
televise
our own local programs. This
In Mayof 1992 a meeting was held in
would
need
to be an important aspect of
Canberra which fornmd the National body
the
service
in recognition of our cultural
on an interim basis and in May1993 the
diversity
and
the language differences
National Indigenous MediaAssociation of
within
Australia’s
indigenous nation. The
Australia held its inauguralAnnualGeneral
same
approach
could
also apply to radio on
Meeting.The association’s major objective
a
national
scale.
is to represent Indigenous media groups
An organisation such as the National
individually and collectively on a local,
IndigenousMediaAssociation could provide
state, national and international basis while support and resources to its member
maintaining and respecting the uniqueness associations by wayof providinga national
and authority of every group. As a
news service, music library, research
collective of all indigenous media in
assistance, technical advise and even
Australia we want to enhanceand further
administer the funding to its member
develop the industry nationally and assist
groups.
communities in the establishment,
Non-Indigenous Australians could
operating and development of their own benefit enormously from a strong
media.
Indigenous media service. Youwould not

I
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only get a be~ter informed view about our
culture but also you’d be able to see
pictures of yourselvesfromanotherpoint of
view. Whatabout Aboriginal people making
a series of documentries about white
suburbia? What about Aboriginal comedy
and soapies? I’m sure you as White
Australians are sick of seeing and hearing
all the political and contentious issues
surroundingus, but there’s a lot moreto life
and we can share this with you.
Everyone in Australia could benefit
from such a media service which would
give a more truthful and positive view
about ourselves as IndigenousAustralians.
The possibilities
for our future
developmentare endless but we can’t do it
without community and government
support. After all we are an essential
service and we see ourselves as providers
of a service for all Australians. A service
that reflects the cultural diversity of
this country. With this, a greater
understanding and awareness will evolve
and a healthier Australia will emerge.
I will end with these words from a
poemof Jack Davis’.
Let these two worldscombine,
Youmand mine.
7he doorbetweenus is not locked,
Just ajar.
Dot West is Chairperson of NIMAA,
Training and BroadcastingCoordinatorfor
the BroomeAboriginal MediaAssociation,
and presents a weekly programon Radio
Goolarri in Broome.

The innocent dissemination
in defamation

defence

Paul Svilans reviews a recent decision on the defence of innocent dissemination in defamation
proceedings and its
n a recent decision by GallopJ in the
ACTSupreme Court, Thompson -vAustralian Capital Television andOrs,
the availability of the defence of
innocent dissemination in defamation
proceedings has been extended to include
broadcasterstaking material by relay.

I

The Proceedings

T
6

he proceedings arose out of ~he
broadcast of The Today Show in
February 1994 in the Australian
Capital Territory by Australian

implications

for broadcasters

Capital Television ("Capital TV"). The
programmecontained a segment in which
a womanmadeallegations that her father
(being the Plaintif0 had an incestuous
relationship with her whileshe wasa child.
Thoseallegations were false.
ThePlaintiff first instituted defamation
proceedings against Channel Nine, Sydney
in the Supreme Court of NSW.Channel
Nine was responsible for broadcasting the
matter in Sydney, which was taken on
relay by Capital TV. The proceedings
against Channel Nine were subsequently

settled by Deed of Release in which
ChannelNine agreed to pay the Plaintiff
the sumof $50,000 damages.
The Plaintiff thereafter instituted
additional defamation proceedings, this
time against Capital TV over the
publication of the same broadcast in the
Australian Capital Territory.
The
imputations relied upon by the Plaintiff
werethat the Plaintiff was guilty of incest
with his daughter of seven years of age
and thereafter, and that the Plaintiff had
Communications
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fathered a child with his daughter when
she was only fourteen years of age.
Save for an argument on the
imputations pleaded, Capital TVpleaded
the defence of innocent dissemination and
defencesarising out of the release givenby
the Plaintiff to ChannelNine.
Innocent Dissemination
aIlop J held that it wassettled
a person who was not
the author, printer of the "first
main publisher of a work
whichcontains a libel", but has only taken
"a subordinatepart in disseminatingit" will
not be liable if he succeedsin showing:
(a) that he did not knowthat the book
paper contained the libel complained
of;
(b) that he did not knowthat the book
paper was of a character liable to
containa libel; and
(c) that such want of knowledgewas not
due to any negligenceon his par~.
Theseprinciples are an application of
those stated in the decision in Emmens
-vPottle And0~.
In the circumstances of the subject
proceedings,GallopJ foundthat:
(a) Capital
TV had received
forewarning from Channel Nine or
otherwise of the content of the
programme containing the matter
complainedof;
(b) Capital TVplayed no part in editing any
of the material whichwent to air, nor
did it haveany meansin place or other
arrangement with Channel Nine by
whichthe material to go to air could be
previewed;
(c) there was no indication to Capital
prior to the programme being
transmitted that the programmewas
likely to contain defamatorymatter and
Capital TVdid not have any reason to
suspectthat it might;
(d) there was nothing in the licence
agreement between Channel Nine and
Capital "IV which gave Capital "IV as
licensee the right to vary or interfere
with the content of the broadcast,
except to insert local advertising
materials;
(e) the first Capital TV knew of any
complaint concerning the content of

the broadcast was when a letter of
demand was subsequently received
fromthe Plaintiffs solicitors.
The court concluded that Channel
Nine was in complete control of the
conduct of the broadcast and it was
intended and expected by Channel Nine
that the matter wouldbe published without
alteration. In short, it wasfound that the
role of Capital TVwas that of a conduit.
Consequently, Gallop J determined that
Capital TV was in the circumstances
entitled to succeed upon the defence of
innocent disseminator.
Release from Channel Nine
apital TValso arguedthat it was
entitled to rely uponthe Deedof
Releasegiven by the Plaintiff to
Channel Nine in its defence
because Capital TV and Channel Nine
were joint tortfeasors and the release by
the Plaintiff of ChannelNine operated as a
release in favourof Capital TV.Further, it
wasargued,inter alia, that the termsof the
Deedof Release also covered Capital TV,
and therefore Capital TVwas also released
fromthe Plaintiffs causeof action.
Despite holding that ChannelNine and
Capital TVwere both joint tortfeasors,
GallopJ determinedthat the effect of section
ll of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act, 1955 (ACT)precluded him
from finding that the release of Channel
Ninealso operated so as to release Capital
TV. His Honourfollowed the reasoning of
Beazley J in NewSouth Wales -v- Mccloy
Hutcherson(1993) where it was held that
the rule that the release of one joint
tortfeasor operates in favour of all joint
tortfeasor did not survive the enactmentof
section
5(1) of the Law Reform
(Miscellaneous
Provisions)Act (NSW).
However, Gallop J found that the
Plaintiff did intend, in the Deedof Release
betweenthe Plaintiff and ChannelNine, to
embrace any publication
for which
ChannelNine was responsible, whereverit
took place, includingpublicationby Capital
TV in the ACT, and Capital TV was
therefore also entitled to succeedon this
ground.
His Honour consequently ordered
judgmentin favourof Capital"IV.
The Plaintiff has appealed to the Full
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Bench of the Federal Court (Ed - refer
"RecentACTdefamationcases"this issue).
Implications
~ ubject to the judgment
withstanding the appeal, the
,judgment will provide welcome
relief to the manybroadcasters
who take programmes on relay. Such
broadcasters oRenfind themselvessued for
defamatorymaterial containedin broadcasts
taken on relay, despite the broadcaster
having no other involvementwhatsoeverin
the material sued upon. Tbe decision would
appearto recognisethat a Plaintiff will not
suffer any prejudice by having to sue the
original broadcaster, whowill in the usual
coursebe liable for the republicationof the
matter subsequentlyrebroadcast.
However, a Plaintiff
may suffer
prejudice wherethe original publisher is
not solvent or where the prospective
Plaintiff incurs somedisadvantage if the
proceedings cannot be heard in his/her
ownchoice of forum, It is submitted that
such prejudice wouldbe minimal and the
circumstances are no different to the
traditional
circumstances where a
distributor of, say, imported magazines
mayhave the defenceavailable irrespective
of the solvencyof the overseaspublisher.
The decision may also give some
impetusto the finding of a similar defence
for printers.
There are numerous
defamation proceedings on foot in a
numberof jurisdictions against printers of
allegedly defamatory material. While
historically one could understand whya
printer could be heId to have taken a
relatively substantialpart in the publication
of material held to be defamatory,printers
under modemtechnological conditions no
longer have such an input, arguably
entitling themalso to take advantageof the
innocentdisseminator’s defence.
As far as the joint tortfeasor rule is
concerned, there would be few whowould
be unhappywith the burying of the rule.
The role has been a notorious "trap for
young players" and its demise mayavoid
the necessity for utilising cumbersome
covenants not to sue whensettling with
onejoint torffeasor but not the other.
Paul Svilans is a partner of BushBurke
&Co.

Telecom’s trial of Calling Line
Identification services
John Mackay reports on the introduction

of calling

telecommunications
elecomhas announcedthat it will
trial calling line identification
("CLI") services in the Northern
New South Wales town of
Wauchopefor three months from March
of this year. Morethan 400 households
and businesses in Wauchopewill be
supplied with devices to take part in the
experiment which will be designed to
assess the social and privacy implications
of CLIservices before their introduction.
Wauchopehas been selected by Telecom
as the area in which to conduct a trial
because of the high percentage of local
calls whichare madeby residents - 60%of
total calls are betweenlocal residents.

T

number di~.nl~y

and other

services

procedures and enables more effective
information managementsystems to be
established.
Privacy

the numberappearing on the phoneof the
called party, but does not prevent the
information being collected and stored in
the network. Tracing threatening, obscene
or maliciouscalls will be possible evenif
the caller has blocked their number
identification. Information will also be
available to the emergencyservices about
the origin of the call, even when
the caller has blocked their number
identification.

here are, however, serious
concerns that the privacy of users
will not be adequatelyprotected. In
response to the concerns regarding
privacy Telecomhas set up a local groupto
monitor the progress of the experimentand
has also established a privacy committeeto
adviseit duringthe trial.
In short, the most important issue
is whether users will understand that
information about their telephone number
Functions
will he transmitted to the party they are
calling. Thereis the risk that there will be
LI is data that is generatedat the
inadvertent transmission of a customer’s
time a call is established and
numberto the called party. For example,
includes the called party’s phone in a domestic violence situation where a
number, the calling party’s
couple has separated, the calling party may
phone number, the time of day, the
not wishthe called party to knowthe teleduration of the call and the routing of the
phonenumber
that the party is calling d-ore.
call. One CLIservice (knownas calling
Anothermajor privacy issue involves
number display ("CND")) enables
business use of CLI. Thereis concern that
calling party’s nuntherto be displayedon a
businesses will use CLIto identify people
miniature screen attached to the called
making anonymousenquires and pursue
party’s phone. CNDwill alIow people to
themwith unwantedfollow-up material. As
screen incoming calls and to make a
part of its experimentin Wauchope,it is
choice whether or not to answer them
proposedthat Telecomwill provide laptop
(provided that the calling party has not
computers to ten businesses which will
blockedthe transmissionof its CND).
allow them to identify the caller
Another CLI service is call return,
immediately from their number using
which allows a customer to instruct the
reverse phonebook software.
network to dial the numberof the last
Some of the privacy concerns
person whocalled that customer.Selective
associated with CLI services may be
call diversionservices will allowcalls from
reduced by makingavailable to customers
numberschosen by the subscriber to the
service to be diverted to another number a "blocking"facility. "Blocking"refers to
the ability of the makerof the phonecall
specified by the subscriber. CLIcan also
to decide whether or not to send their
operate as a de facto answering service
numberidentification on any particular
becausethe device affixed to the receiver
occasion.
There are two ways in which
can store the last 20 telephone numbers
blocking
might
occur:
which have called. If the experiment is
1. Choosingnot to send numberidentifisuccessful, Telecom
anticipates that it could
cation for a particular phonecall. The
begin offering CLI services on a
calling party wouldactivate that choice
commercial
basis later this year.
by dialling a particular code for each
CLIservices not only offer customers
phonecall made.
newapplications, CLIservices are claimed
2.
Choosingnot to send numberidentifto facilitate efficient management
of traffic
ication froma particular phoneline.
on the telecommunications network,
Blocking
numberidentification prevents
efficient route selection and billing

recommended
that
the Telecommunications Act be amended to remove
any doubt whether Austel may vary its
service providers class licence to require a
service provider receiving CLI to develop
for approval
by the proposed Telecommunications Privacy Committee a code of
conduct for dealing with such information.
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Recommendations
he trial of CLI services was
recommended by Austel in its
report on Telecommunications
Privacy in December1992. Austel
recommendedthat telecommunications
operators should adopt a cautious
approach to the introduction of CLI
services with weight being given to
consumer-based
privacy concerns. The
principle
of informed choice was
emphasised by Austel under which
consumers should be given an adequate
opportunity to understandhowthe service
is going to work, and howit will affect
themgiven their particular circumstances.
As part of this principle of informed
choice, AusteI recommendedthat the
Telecommunications Privacy Committee
supervise the developmentby the carders
and other interested parties of a code of
conduct that should ensure that customers
have the opportunity to makean informed
choice. The code wouldmakeprovision for
a public awarenessprogramto inform the
communityabout the implications of both
sending and receiving CND
and the "default
option" wherea customer does not makea
choice.

T

Telecommunications

I

n relation

Act

to service providers,

Austel

AusteI recommendedthat the code be
subject to the jurisdiction of the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman
so that
the Ombudsman
can receive and resolve
complaints alleging breaches of the code

and, where applicable, recommendto
Auste! whetherit should take action under
the service provider’s class licence for a
breach of the service provider’s obligation
to observethe code,

Copyright

Weawait with interest the results of
Telecom’sexperiment in Wauchope.
John Mackayis a solicitor
DawsonWaldron

at Blake

Convergence
Group

Bridget Godwindescribes the Group’s functions and Terms
of Reference
government
initiative to establish
the Copyright Convergence
Group (the CCG)was announced
by the Minister for Justice,
DuncanKerr, in October 1993. The Group
was formed in January 1994. The Chair
of CCG is Victoria
Rubensohn, a
communications consultant. The other
members of the Group are Professor
Mark Armstrong, chair of the ABCand
director of the Centre for Media and
TelecommunicationsLawand Policy, Peter
Banki, Chairmanof the Copyright Council
of Australia and a partner at Phillips Fox,
and MalcolmColless, the General Manager
for Corporate Developmentand a director
of NewsLimited.

A

Terms of Reference
he CCGrecently advertised for
comments and contributions
from membersof the public and
interested parties. The Termsof
Reference for the Groupwere released by
the Minister on 16 March1994and read as
follows:
The Copyright Convergence Group is
asked to consider, having regard to the
fundamental changes which are occurring
in the mannerin whichcopyright materials
are being used and the need to facilitate
such uses while providing appropriate
protection for copyright owners and
creating a positive environment for the
development of industry, and having
regard to Australia’s current international
obligations and ongoing consideration in
relevant international fora, the adequacy
and appropriateness
of protection
under the Copyright Act 1968 (the Act)
for broadcasts and other electronic
transmissions
and the underlying
copyright materials used in those
transmissions,in particular:

T
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(i) the scopeof the diffusion right granted
to authors of original works(s.31), the
makersof cinematograph films (s.86)
and the operation of s.26 of the Act
(references to subscribersto a diffusion
service) and to whatextent (if any)
rights of authors and makers of
cinematograph films to control the
electronic transmission of their works
should be varied or extended;
(ii) whether the owners of copyright
sound recordings, and television and
sound broadcasts should have the same
exclusive rights with respect to cable
and other electronic transmissions as
are currently afforded to authors of
works and makers of cinematograph
films and to what extent (if any) the
rights of the owners of copyright in
sound recordings and television and
sound broadcasts to control the
electronic transmission of those
recordings and broadcasts should be
varied or extended;
(ill)whether copyright should subsist
electronic transmissions which are
currently not the subject of protection
under the Act and if so, the nature of
any such copyright;
(iv)the operation of s.199 of the Act
(reception of broadcasts);
(v) the need for regulation of the
unauthorised
use of secured or
encodedtransmissions;
(vi) amendments v~hich may be
consequentialon any of the above.
The Copyright Convergence Group
intends to consult widely with a broad
range of parties to assist them in
developingtheir views. Part of this process
is the opportunity to present written
comments to the CCG. Contributions
should be received by the Group by 22
April 1994. As is evident from the Terms
of Reference the CCGis not undertaking a

completereviewof all copyrightprinciples.
The CCGhas been established to produce
a concise list of specific proposals
for legislative
change which can
be considered by the government for
early implementation,
and which
are intended to address some of the
more immediate problems arising in the
CopyrightAct as a result of technological
convergence.
In addition to the process of written
consultation, the CCGwill be holding a
seminar in early to mid June, which is
intended to be a further opportunity for
interested parties to commenton the
work of the Group. The Group will be
distributing
an issues paper with
some preliminary views on necessary
amendmentsprior to the seminar, which
will be held in Sydney.
The Copyright Convergence Group
maybe contacted by telephone on (02) 581
7417or by facsimile on (02) 5817778.
Bridget Godwin,Co-ordinator,Copyright
ConvergenceGroup
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Asia Pacific
Satellite Fallout
Liz Fell reports
he burgeoning numberof regional
satellites and TVnetworksbeaming
across national boundaries is
straining regulatory frameworksat
boththe nationalandinternationallevels.
Governments in virtually
every
Asian country are grappling with the
fallout in three separate areas: broadcasting, telecommunications and radio
communications.
Positioned at the southern edge of the
region, Australia has been relatively
sheltered fromthe plethoraof newsatellitedelivered TVnetworks, though domestic TV
signals have been dropped on our
neighboursvia Aussat(nowOptus).
The newBroadcastingServices Act will
be tested next year when Apstar-2 and
AsiaSat-2 begin beamingsatellite TVto
some53 countries, includingAustralia.
Alongside the ABC’sAustralia TV
(completewith ads), China’s Apstar-2will
carry the Galaxy group of programmers
which includes CNN, HomeBox Office,
ESPNand others. NewsCorp’s Star TV,
based in HongKong,will use AsiaSat-2 to
deliver anothermenuof channels.

T

and Telecom, implement terrestrial
infrastructure to homes.

carrier satellite operators and their TV
customers.
Subject to the Telecommunicationsand
Broadcasting Services Acts, Australian
PrivaUsaUon
programmers can upink and downlink to
Pstar and AsiaSat are only two of
non-carrier satellites, providedthey havea
the private satellites planningto
Iicence to operatea prescribedearth station
beam into Australia within the
under the Radiocommunications
Act.
next 18 months.Private operators
In the international arena, privatisation
from Indonesia, Japan, Russia and the US of international satellite supply has
are also planning to launch powerful new been accompanied by a shift towards
regional satellites with footprints that can
viewingthe geostationary orbit (GEO)and
coverall or part of the continent.
radiofrequency spectrum as an economic
The movetowards private satellites
goodrather than as a public resource.
competingat a regional or global level with
This market-basedshift is challenging
the Intelsat consortiumwasunleased in the
the
spirit of intergovernmental
co-operation
early 1980’s by Regan’s"openskies" policy
underlying
the
ITU,
the
specialist
UN
in the USand by the newLuxemburg-based
agencyresponsiblefor, inter alia, regulating
Astrasatellite in Europe.
access to and use of orbit/spectrum. Based
With the widespread adoption of
privatisation and private competitionin the
on the non-appropriation principles
communicationssector, Asian governments governingthe use of outer space resources,
havebeenquick to follow by licensing their
the ITU radio regulations supplementthe
ownsatellite operators. This has allowed ITU Constitufion/Convention and have the
somepowerful conglomerates to enter the
force of an international treaty for members.
telecoms carrier/TV sectors: Bimantara
Fierce competition to occupythe GEO
from Indonesia, Shinawatrafrom Thailand,
arc that "sees" the high growth Asian
Usaha Tegas and TRI in Malaysia and
nations has led to operators trading in
Redistribution
several Japanese soga sosha such as
orbit/spectrum, staking out multiple
Mitsubishi.
"speculative" claims and parking "end-ofoth Star and Galaxyare competing
US-based PanAmSathas become the
for redistribution agreementswith first privateoperatorto challengeAustralia’s life" satellites in slots claimedby others.
Current ITUlisting suggests that there
what will be initially a limited
regulatory arrangements under the
is
not enough orbit/spectrum in the
umberof licensed TVoperators
Telecommunications
Act which are
unplanned
fixed satellite service (FSS)
designedto ensure the twogeneral carriers
in eachcountrythey are targeting.
bands
for
all
the proposedsatellite networks
are the primary suppliers of satellite
After entering the region with free
to operate without interference. Eventiny
capacity
within
Australia.
For
services
advertising channels, Star is nowplanning
Singapore
has filed for six slots.
beyond Australia, customers can secure
to secure additional
revenue from
This
situation,
which some have
capacity
directly
from
non-carrier
satellite
subscribers.
Through "entitlements
characterised as "anarchic" has triggered
operators.
marketing", for instance, it wilI package
PanAmSatlast September asked the
calls for changesto the unwieldyITUradio
encrypted channels into tiers, themes
regulations. Others argue that manynew
then
Communications
Minister
for
a
limited
and pay-per-view options for national
fiIings are "speculative"and will not reach
exemptionto distribute domestic TVand
redistdbutorsin different counties/regions. radio services and to supply private
the financing, manufactureor launch stage.
Without national redistribution
domestic telecoms networks through the
This appears to be the position of the US
agreements, Star and Galaxymust try to
PAS-2Pacific satellite. It is not challenging government which is planning to allow
reach subscribers or viewersdirectly. This
the Optus monopoly on subscription TV Paru~mSat
to launchits PAS-2satellite close
direct-to-homedelivery, whichis bannedin
broadcasters under the Broadcasting
to an unusedslot registered to PNG.
somecountries is expected to becomemore Services Act, though narrowcasters would
With Australia and several other
expensive whenour programmersmigrate
appearto fall withinits ambit.
regional nations applying to the ITU for
to digital compression technology,
spectrumto launch Direct AudioBroadcast
especially if they opt for proprietary
(DAB)satellites,
new technical coRegulatory issues
encryption/securitysystems.
ordination and regnlatory hurdles mayalso
WhetherAustralia becomesa large dish
ther governmentsin the region
be on the horizon.
farm with satellite "IV antennaperched on
face si~nilar regulatoryminefields
suburbanor rural rooftops, will dependin
as they begin to grapple with
Liz Fell lectures in International
part on these redistribution agreementsand
problemssuch as national bypass Communications and is a specialist
and whetherto allow landing fights for non- freelancejournalist
the speed with which licensed operators,
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Feature
Australian
and American
libel law reform
Professor
hose Australians,
who see our
defamationlaw as a significant barrier
to the free flow of irfforrnation, quite
often refer with approval to the
American model.
For example, Robert PuIlan, that
energetic championof free speech, says in
"Guilty Secrets", that the "... American
system works on the assumption that free
speech is the road towards truth and that,
where speech is legally inhibited, gagged
by cultural institutions or self censored,
the lives of the people are not their own.
The First Amendment to the American
Constitution is itself a product of the period
when Americans embraced free speech and
the free press as a means of asserting the
rights of the people against the authority of
King George IIl’.
The First Amendment provides that
"Congress shall make no law ... abridging
the freedomof speech, or of the press..."
Until the decision in NewYork Times -vSullivan in 1964, Australian and US laws of
libel were similar. The SupremeCourt there
ruled that public officials (later public
figures) have to show that an allegedly
defamatory statement was published with
knowledgeof its falsity. Alternatively, the
plaintiff must showthe defendant published
the material with a reckless disregard
for the truth. A central question in US
cases is whether the newspaper or station
entertained serious doubts about the truth
of the publication. Later the SupremeCourt
required private plaintiffs (as distinct from
public figures) to show the media acted at
least negligently when publishing false
statements (Gertz -v- Robert Welchlnc), As a
result, the media lose few defamation cases
in the US. Whenthey do, damagesare often
reduced on appeal.

T

Recent Australian

cases

n two recent Australian High Court cases
(Stephen & Ors -v- West Australian
Newspaper Ltd and Theophanous -v- The
Herald & Weekly Times Ltd. & Ruxton),
similar but narrower arguments based on the
implied freedom of political communication
the Court has identified in our Constitution
were put by West Australian Newspapers
and the Herald and Weekly Times. In both
cases the plaintiffs are politicians.
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David Flint,

Chairman, Australian

Press Council

One case is described in detail in
Pullan’s book. The West Australian had
described a trip by six members of a
Legislative Council Committee to int~uire
into the cost and accountability
of
government agencies as "a junket of
mammoth proportions".
According to
Pullan, the West’s youthful, energetic editor
Paul Murray thought of the Political
Advertising
case (Australian
Capital
Television Pty Ltd -v- The Commonwealth
(No 2)) as "the High Court doing what
generations of politicians have failed to do"
for free speech. He believed the West, "this
little newspaperselling on the wrongside of
Australia", was trying to do something for
the liberty of the national press.
In the Political Advertising case, the
High Court found in the penumbrae of the
Constitution an implied freedom of political
communication. The Court, almost twenty
years later than the Supreme Court of the
United States, but without the advantage of
an express guarantee, significantly moved
the balance between freedom of and
restrictions on speech. In breathing newlife
into the Constitution, a particularly strong
High Court may now be about to do
something which legislatures
have been
unable to do - effect some reform of
defamation law.
Problems

with

convergence

his potential convergence between
our two jurisdictions,
that the
judiciary not the legislature is the
only likely source of defamation law
reform, points to a fundamental problem. It
is not in the interest of manylegislators to
reform defamation law while it provides an
opportunity to stop unfavourable discussion
and indeed offer the possibility of substanfud
damages.
Resort to defamation law may, at the
same time, chill legitimate investigative
reporting of matters of public interest.
Pullan reminds us, for example, that when
the Melbourne Herald reported in 1975 that
Minerals and Energy Minister R F Connor
had continued to negotiate loans with Tirath
Khemlaniafter Connor’s authority bad been
revoked, the Minister issued a writ for libel.
Shortly after, he departed from the Ministry

T

for that very fault. Pullan also remindsus of
Jana Wendt’s interview with Alan Bond
where the explanation of a settlement to a
defamation action brought by Sir Joh BjelkePeterson was: "We would have been liable
in any event .... IT]he Premier made it
[clear] that if we were going to continue to
do business successfully in Queensland,
then he expected that matter to be
resolved".
Relevant

factors

in the US

he present advantage for the media
in American substantive
and
constitutional law, which seems to
weigh defamation law against the
public figure plaintiff, is, however,balanced
by certain ethical and procedural factors
which work against the media defendant.
These are not restricted to libel law; they
applyto all civil litigation in the US.
Walter K Olson argues that the
extraordinary level of litigation in the USis
the result of certain ethical and procedural
changes adopted over the years. The first
factor is that in the UScosts do not follow
the cause. The winner cannot expect to
recover costs from the loser.
The second is the triumph of the
contingency fee. In almost every other
country it is considered unethical (as it is
with doctors) for lawyers to be paid more
for success in litigation. Tbe system seems
to have developed, says Olson, from the first
factor - that costs do not follow the cause.
Impecunious or unwilling clients have had
to have another way of recompensing their
lawyers.
While University of Iowa research
shows that manylibel plaintiffs, at least
initially, would have been satisfied with a
correction or retraction, the contingency fee
system means a legal action is no longer
ownedonly by the plaintiff. He or she takes
on his or her lawyer as a partner "maybea
senior
partner,
to whom words of
forgiveness butter no parsnips and gestures
of mercy pay for no beachfrunt condos".
Hiring a lawyer by the hour is similar to the
control one has over a taxi fare. The
contingency fee takes the client along for
someoneelse’s ride, aboard a high powered
machine typically
geared to breaking
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[!~ altitude
records. These two factors Professor John Soloski, he has madea major
contingency fees and the fact that costs do
Defamation Act (1993). This model has
study on defamation law reform. They found
not follow the cause - meanin effect there is
attracted wide support and was approved by
that plaintiffs often have motivations other
no disincentive to litigation. Thewayis open
the uniformstate law commissioners
this year.
than damagesin suing for libel.
for the irresponsible plaintiff.
Central to the 1993 modelAct is section
5 which provides:
The third factor which facilitates
The 1991 US draft
model:
litigation are the rules of civil procedure
Uniform Defamation
Act
which from 1938 simplified pleading to such
"If a timely and sufficient correction or
an extent that from Dioguardi -v- Dur~ing
clarification
is made, a person may recover
t is the fear of the cost of a libel suit
plaintiffs were no longer required to allege
only provable economicloss, as mitigated by
itself
which discourages US media
facts sufficient to constitute a cause of
the correction or clarification."
publishing or pursuing controversial
action. After that it was very hard to get
stories
of public importance.
To
pleadings thrown out on technicalities. And
Accordingto the framers, the section is
overcome this, US law reformers produced
they can be varied without great difficulty.
designed to encourage a publisher to grant
draft legislation in 1991, the model Uniform a request for correction or clarification by
The previous prescription, the need to set
Defamation Act. (The Press Council has
out a plausible case against a defendant
providing that a requesting party may seek
proposed adoption of similar proeeduras Jn
when beginning litigation,
is no longer
only damagesfor provable economicloss in
Australia). The key to the model was to be
necessary.
the event of the timely publication of a
new"vindication action". Plaintiffs could sue
In addition,
with the adoption of
sufficient correction or clarification. To be
for a court declaration establishing the truth
"timely" and "sufficient", the correction or
generous ruIes allowing discovery and the
or falsity of a story. Defendants would thus
clarification must meet the requirements of
taking of oral depositions, which are not
lose their constitutional defences because the
restricted against "fishing expeditions",
section 6 (Ed- see boxedsection).
reason for them - the chilling effect on
Americanlitigation nowhas a "sue first and
In limiting recovery of damages to
newspapersof file prospect of heavy damages
verify later spirit".
provable economic loss as mitigated by
- would disappear.
The action was to
the correction or clarification,
the Act
Discovery is now not even limited to
be simple, and was not to be clogged by
each side taking turns - the process can be a
anticipates that any loss caused by the
proceduralissues. Plaintiffs wouldbe attracted
free for all with simultaneous motions and
publication can be significantly reduced by
by its speed and the lower costs involved.
publication of the correction or clarification.
notices. Inevitably, says 01son, pretriaI
The model Act provided that if at any
litigation has becomea muchbigger source
Under section 6 and subject to possible
time before 90 days after service of process
of legal business than trials themselves!
extension under section 4(c), a "timely"
the defendant agreed to publish a sufficient
correction or clarification must he published
It is understandable, given the nature of
retraction,
the court was to dismiss the
the Sullivan test which puts in issue the
before or within 45 days of a request for
action. Defendants would not have been
mind of the journalist, there is a need for
correction or clarification.
obliged to concede falsity,
something
reasonably generous discovery roles. But it
In the accompanying commentary, the
defendants are rarely willing to do. They
authors of the draft explain that the
seems that in the USdiscovery is used more
would have been required to stipulate that
characteristics of a "sufficient" correction or
to intimidate, to harass and to burden the
they do not assert
the truth of the
opposition with enormous legal costs. The
clarification will vary depending upon the
publication or do not intend asserting its
frequency and nature of the original
procedures can be protracted, and often
truth.
publication and upon the timing and nature
attract mediaattention. Noris the trial made
If the plaintiff were successful, the
of the correcting or clarifying publication.
cheaper, a result one would at least have
defendant would have been ordered to
ex0ected from these changes. Since marginal
3r~e general focus of "sufficiency" under s.6
publish the written findings of fact which
is
to seek to assure that the correcting or
issues and evidenceare admitted, the trial in
would be required to be included in the
clarifying publication is "reasonably likely to
fact usually takes longer than before.
judgment. Alternatively, at the option of the
reach substantially the same audience" as
Thus while American substanti@ law
defendant, he or she would have been
the
challenged publication. The Act thus
seems to favour the media, American trial
ordered to pay to the plaintiff the cost of
uses
a functional standard aimedat effective
procedures, long, complicated and extremely
publishing those written findings of fact. In
vindication of reputation rather than one
expensive, ensure that litigation costs are
certain
cases costs could have been
focussing mechanistically on particular
often prohibitive. In one notorious case,
awarded. Damages would only have been
Iocation, identity of medium,specific size of
discovery, and discovery related litigation,
awarded where the New York Times v.
audience, or the like. In attempting to
continued for thirteen years! The deposition
Sullivan rule was satisfied.
of a TV producer filled iwenty-s/x volumes,
effectuate the goal of reaching substantially
There was, however, little support for
the same audience as the challenged
totalling 3,000 pages and 240 exhibits - all
the 1991 model Act from any sector and,
publication, the 1993 model Act requires
about the state of mind of the editor and
indeed, rigorous opposition from media
that the correction or clarification also be
journalists
on whether they seriously
groups. The Act was doomed. With little
judged in terms of its prominence and the
doubtedthe truth of the publication.
hope of being adopted, it was eventually
manner and medium of its publication.
The effectiveness of their defamation
withdrawn.
These
criteria require that a judgment be
law therefore concerns American as the
made
in
each particular case with respect to
Austrafian law concerns our reformers, but
The 1993 US draft
model:
the sufficiency of the particular publication.
for different reasons. Randall P Bezanson,
Uniform Correction
or
Dean of the Washington and Lee University
The authors point out that newspapers
Clarification
of Defamation Act
Law School says American defamation law
and other frequent publications have been
- Central features
the principal subjects of correction or
is fundamentally "broken and dysfunctional".
clarification statutes in the United States. At
Complexities and costs are such that only
he largely unnoticed retraction
times the corrections or clarifications have
those desperately interested in protecting
provisions were, however, revived
been required to be placed in similar if not
their reputations or positions sue. With
in another draf~ model, the Uniform
identical locations to those in which the
noted US defamation
law reformer,
Correction or Clarification
of
original story occurred, although even this
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Secllon 6 provide~.
(a) A con~tion or clarification
is timely g it is published before, or ~ 45 ~ ~r,
r~eipt
of a ~qu~t for co~on or c~fi~fion,
unless ~e ~ ~s ~tended
~d~ ~n 4(c).
~) A ~on or c~cafion
is ~nt ~ i~
fl)
is ~b~ ~ a provence
~d ~ a ~er
~h ~b~ly
~e ~e audience
as
(2)
re~e~
~ ~e s~t ~ co~ or c~ed ~d:
(i)
co~
C~) ~ the case of de~ato~ meaning arising
f~m other ~ the express
or

~ ~ i~

~:

or

~d di~s ~ ~nt to as~ the ~ of ~e s~tem~ ~d
(3) is communicated to ~e person who has made a request for co~ecfion or
d~c~on.
is pub~sh~ ~ a m~ium rea~nab~ h~ely to ~a~
(c) A come.on or cla~cafion
subs~ ~e ~e audience as ~e ~b~fion compl~ of if it is publish~ in
a lair i~ue. ~fion, or br~d~st of ~e ofi~l ~b~fion.
(d) ff a l~r i~e, ~ifion, or br~d~st of ~ ofi~na[ 9uhli~tion
~ ~t be ~b~
~ia ~e ~e ~ es~shed
for a ~ely
or ~n is pubtished
in a manner ~d me~mmreasonably
~kely to re~h
subs~n~y ~e ~e aadi~ ~ ~e publi~fion
~mphin~ of
(1) it is ~mely pub~shed ~ a reasonably p~t
(i) ~ ~other medi~ ~ely to r~ch
o~ ~abli~fion;
or
(~) ff ~e p~ ~ot ~ on ~o~er
mediu~
~ ~e newsier
~
~ gener~
~lafion
in ~e ~on
dis~buted;
(2) reasonable steps are ~ken to correct undistributed copies of ~e ordinal
pu~fio~ ~ any; ~d
(3) it is pub~sh~in ~e n~ pmc~bleissue,edition,
o~ginal ~br~on.
(e)A co~ecfionor cla~fionis ~cly and ~cientffthep~cs ~cc ~ ~fing tha~
~t ~s fime~~d ~cien~
rule has been dependent upon a number of
factors, including the nature and scope of
the original story as well as the newspaper’s
practices concerning reserved space for
"Underthe Act such alternatives, as well
as others presented in different types of
media must be judged in each case in terms
of the requirement that the correction or
clarification, in its location and prominence,
should be reasonably calculated to reach
substantially
the same audience as the
original publication. Thus, in the case of an
alleged newspaper defamation occurring in
a smaller story appearing on an inside page,
use of a regularly published corrections
columnat a fixed location, e.g. at the front
editorial page, may ofien suffice. Use of
such a regularly placed column may or may
not suffice for a publication appearing on
the front page or in a speciaiised section of
the paper."
¯ Other aspects of the 1993
model Act
Communications
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he 1993 model Act is published with
a detailed commentary, and the
following paragraphs are based on
that.
The authors explain that in the case of
an alleged radio or television broadcast
or cablecast defamation, publication of a
correction or clarification in a subsequent
broadcast
or cablecast
of the same
program (e.g. during a succeeding daily
news program, or weekly newsmagazine
program, in the same time period) would
ordinarily suffice. Where the original
broadcast or cablecast had been on a nonrecurring program, however, publication of
the correction or clarification on the same
station or network or cable system during
the same time of day would likely constitute
a reasonable alternative in most instances.
There are other contexts. The authors
say, for example, that correction
or
clarification
of a defamatory employee
reference or evaluation may require no
more than contacting those persons or firms
to whom the defamatory statement was
communicated. If the statement had made
its wayinto permanent files or had reached
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broader audiences, however, reasonable
efforts to have the material removed from
such files or to communicatethe correction
or clarification to identifiable membersof
the broader audience might be required. In
the ease of an oral defamation to friends or
colleagues,
a letter
to those persons
correcting or cIarifying the defamation
might suffice, on the assumption that word
of the correction or clarification
would
spread as rapidly in the channels of gossip
as did the original defamation.
For a book currently being sold, where
a subsequent printing or edition will not be
timely published, reasonable efforts to
correct or clarify are set out in subsection(d)
and involve the following measures: timely
publication
in an alternative
medium;
appropriate corrections
in any future
editions; and reasonable steps to correct
undistributed copies Coy"undistributed" is
meant books not yet shipped by the
publisher to its customers). Suitable
alternative media and reasonable steps to
correct undistributed copies shouldbe left, in
the first instance, to the parties, and, if
necessary, to the courts to evolve over
time. Where the parties cannot agree on
an alternative
medium and the original
distribution was national in scope, use of a
publication likely to reach a substantially
equivalent audienceshould ordinarily suffice.
Finally, the requirement of making
reasonable efforts to reach substantially
the same audience should be equitably
construed, the authors say, so as to achieve
the over-riding purpose of the Act to give
incentives for the publication of reasonably
effective corrections or clarifications. To this
end. the section is not intended to guarantee
that in all cases a correction or clarification
will reach the very same audience, nor does
it require that a publisher achieve the
impossible in attempting to reach a
substantially equivalent audience.
Subsection (b) (2) states the general
that a "sufficient" correction or clarification
must correct the original communication.
Anequivocal correction or clarification will
not satisfy this requirement.
An interesting provision is that used
wheu an innuendo is published.
Where
the alleged defamation was the result of a
meaning arising
from other than the
express language of the publication or a
statement attributed in the publication to
another person, a sufficient correction or
clarification need only contain a statement
that the party making the communication
did not intend the non-expressed meaning
and disclaims it, or that in publishing the
attributed statement of another person the
publisher disclaims any intent to attest to
the truth of the facts contained therein. This
will allow the publisher to disavow the
alleged meaning and yet stand behind the
3.3

~facts~ of the story.
Subsection (b)(~)Off)
provides a
mechanism for a defendant who repeatsa
defamation from another ~ource to "correct"
or "clarify" by indicating that the defendant
did not intend to assert the truth of the
statement but merely reported what another
had said, This form of "correction" does not,
however,vindicate the plaintiff’s reputation
because it does not necessarily indicate that
the statement is false, only that the
particular defendantdoes not assert that it is
true. A defendant relieved of liability for all
but provable economic loss by such a
correction should be required to identify the
person asserting the truth of the statement
even if the original publication did not do so.
This provides the plaintiff the opportunity to
seek vindication frnm the source.
Nothing in this section,
however,
requires the news media or others to
disclose the.identity of confidential sources.
Thus,if there is a confidential source, the
media defendant
would have three
alternative courses of action: (1) limit
liability by issuing a correction under this
section and identifying its source; (2) issue
a correction under subsection (b) (2) (i)
(it) without identifying the source but fully
Vindicating the plaintiff’s reputation; or (3)
defend the defamation action.
The 1993 model Act would apply to all
claims for damages arising out of harm to
personal
reputation
caused by the
publication of falsehoods. Thus, certain
actions for emotional stress and breach of
privacy could be covered, although not
defamation as such.
-Responses
his model Act has attracted
significant media support. It dpes
not seek, of course, to cure the
inadequacies of USlitigation at large
- that would mean taking on too many
vested interests.
However, Henry Kaufman, general
counsel of the New York based Libel
Defence Resource Center, which represents
media defendants, is cautious about the
1993 model Act. He says:
"It is possible to envision that more
potential claims will be resolved without
litigation and that what litigation does go
forward - despite publication of a correction
or clarification - will be less costly and less
extended. It is even possible ultimately to
envision that, with the fear of costly and
extended litigation
lessened, both the
accuracy of journalism and the protection of
reputation will be enhanced."
The unacceptability to the media of the
earlier proposal for a "vindication action"
and the lack of support from other quarters
for the Uniform Defamation Act demonstrate
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the difficulties for defamation law reform
whether here or in the US. The latest
American proposal does seem to have the
advantage of stressing the vindication of
reputation as the primary justification for
defamation law - a poim naade by the NSW
Law Reform Commission.
The quid pro quo in the correction
procedure of limlting damages to economic
loss would, if approved here, have a bigger
impact because plaintiffs
have a more
successful record. If this is to be coupled
with a change in the substantive law making
it moredifficult for public figures to sue, it
wouldbe moreattractive to plaintiffs.
The great advantage of such a change in
the defamation law wouId be the pursuit,
and the early publication by the media, of
matters of public interest. If, for example,
the Australian public had earlier notice of
some of the major financial debacles of the
1980s, it is possible that the losses could
have been lower. The beauty of the current
US proposal is not that the media’s power
would be unlimited - it wouldstill be liable
for losses - but that plaintiffs wouldhave to
prove loss. This is food for thought for
reformers here.
Development
here is potential for someconvergence
between the US and Australian
substantive libel law being modified
by constitutional
considerations.
The present
High Court has already
demonstrated a remarkable ability to lead
the development of tbe law in a number of
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significant areas. The context of litigation
in the US has opened up libel law to
the impecunious and even unwilling
libel plaintiff
which because of the
procedural complexities impose considerable
unrecoverable costs which only the richest
media organisation can contemplate. In
Australia,
only the rich and powerful
normally have access to the courts for
defamation. However, Australians do have
access to an established system of alternate
dispute resolution
through the Press
Council. V, qaile the wayAmericanlitigation
is conducted calls out for reform, the
suggested solution, for practical purposes,
seeks to side-step and cut short those
complexities.
Its success depends on the proposition,
supported by research, that many if not
mostAmericanlitigants, at least initially, are
more interested
in vindication
than
damages. But how does one persuade the
plaintiffs lawyers to follow this course?
An alternative to this approach might be
for the American media to endorse the
concept of media accountability through
press or news councils. Professor Louise W
Hermanson’s work in this area, including
her inajor survey of news council complaints,
suggests that alternative dispute resolution
through such bodies, supported by the
media, inay well provide the remedy which
the principled libel plaintiff cannot easily
achieve in the litigation forest. This process
should not inhibit the application of the
proposals for legislative reform; experience
demonstrates that successful news councils
can exist alongsidelegislation,

Cast And Crew contractsASC provides
prospectus relief
Katherine

Sainty

outlines

Australian

a Class Order issued by the

Securities

roducers who offer points to cast
land crew as part of their package
have been exempted from the
prospectus
provisions
of the
Corporations
Law. Under anewClass
Order effective from 6 October 1993, the
ASC has exempted service contracts that
offer points or an entitlement to revenue or
copyright in a film.
The exemption is extensive and also
applies to contracts offering a share in the
final work or revenue to any person in the
film, writing and entertainment industries
who provides personal or professional
services, or a script.

Commission

The exemption does not apply to private
investors - a producer will still have to
provide a prospectus for their contributions.
The Class Order effectively ends debate
on the way in which contracts for cast and
crew should be drafted
to avoid the riskof
contravention of the Corporations Law, by
recognising and reinstating an industry
practice. The exemption has a wider reach
than the fihn and television industries and
encompasses arrangements reached with
recording artists and live performers in
stage productions.
Practically, where a producer proposes a
contract for a cast or crew memberfor a fihn
Communications
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wherethey are givena shareof the net profits
of the film, the Class Orderrequires that the
contract includethe followingelements:
1. Personalor professional services are to
be provided;
2. Nomoneyis to be paid to the producer
by the cast or crew memberfor the
profit share;
3. The right of the cast or crew member
under its contract to terminate the
contract or take action for default is
independent of other crew members’
contracts;
4. Noother participation interest is given
and the profit share does not relate to
anyother securities;
5. The contract is made before 31
December1995.
If a contract is one with a script writer
for the acquisitionof the rights in a script, it
will also be exempt from the prospectus
provisions of the Corporations Lawunder
this Class Order if the script has been
written by the person receiving the profit
share or an employee or officer of the
company
receiving the profit share. In other
words, if a producer has commissioneda
script from a script writer whois not an
employee or officer of that producer’s
companyand the producer wishes to assign

the rights in the script to a secondproducer,
the producer is not entitled to any profit
share as part of the considerationfor that
assignment.
This is conistent with the rationale
whichpromptedthe ASCto grant the ruling.
The ASCviews cast and crew contracts and
others as service contracts rather than
investmentcontracts with the entitlement to
the participation interest or profit share
being an incidence of paymentfor those
services.
However,wherea participation interest
is grantedas part of the sale of an asset, to a
party whois unrelated to the provision of
services,norelief is available.
The Class Orderhas a sunset provision,
31 December1995. The Order and related
issues will be reviewedprior to that date.
Philip
French of the ASC has
acknowledged
the valuable contribution of a
numberof industry bodies in formulating
the Class Order.
[This article was hemover from the Vol
13 No 3 issue of the CommunicationsLaw
Bulletin].
KatherineSaintyis a solicitor with Allen
Allen &Hemsley

"Music on Hold"
copyright test casefuture challenges
Anne Peters looks at a recent important test case which
considered the copyright implications
telephone callers
n this reportPete~ssaysthe casehighlights
certain di~culties under copyrightlaw,
and suggests that the wholequestion of
music on hold might be an appropriate
area for consideration by the newly-formed
CopyrightConvergence
Group.

I

The case
n APRALtd v Telstra CorporationLtd,
the Federal Court (Gummow
J) decided
that playing musicto telephonecallers
placed on hold ("music on hold") does
not constitute an infringementof copyright
under the CopyrightAct 1968(the "Act").
The parties to the case sought to test the
consequencesunder the copyright law of a
numberof agreedfactual situations.
The Court held that none of the
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of playing music to

placed on hold
exclusivecopyright rights referred to below
had been breached and that Telecom, and
businesses using equipment connected to
Telecom’s telecommunications network,
were therefore entitled to play music on
hold withoutinfringing copyright.
At the date of writing, appeal papers
were due to go to the Federal Court
registrar for settling in mid-February
1994.
No date has yet been set for the appeal
hearing. Accordingly, the decision should
be treated with somecautionat this stage.
Background to the Decision

T

he Australasian Performing Right
AssociationLimited("APRA")
is the
assigneeof certain copyright rights
in the majorityof Australian lyrics

and musicand acts as a collecting agency
for the paymentof royalties to the relevant
songwriters
and publishers.
APRA
contended that Telstra Corporation
Limited (trading as "Telecom"), which
provided a musicon hold service knownas
CustomNet,was:
¯ by transmitting music on hold played by
third parties, or by playing its own
music on hold - performing the music
(that is, the "work") in public and
causing the workto be transmitted to
subscribers to a diffusion service in
breacho/the Act; and
¯ by transmitting music on hold to mobile
telephones - broadcastingthe workin
breachof the Act.
APRAbased its case on sections
31(1) (a) (iii)-(v) of the Act which
that copyright,in relation to a literary or
musical work, includes, respectively, the
exclusive right to perform the work in
public, to broadcast the workand to cause
the workto be transmitted to subscribers
to a diffusionservice.
The Decision
The Courtheld as follows:
Performance of a work in public
(s31(1) (a) (iii))
A public performance resulting from
the emission of sounds from an apparatus
whichreceives electromagnetic signals is
deemedunder the Act to be caused by the
operation of the receiving apparatus, not
the transmitting apparatus(refer s27(3)
the Act). The Courtheld that this clearly
refers to the person whohas control of the
receiver (being the earpiece or speaker of
a telephone). Accordingly, Telecomcould
not be said to have caused a public
performanceby playing musicon hold.
Broadcastinga work(s31(1) (a)
Playingmusicon hold to callers whoare
using a mobile telephone network
constitutes a transmission by wireless
telegraphy(an elementof the definition of
"broadcast" in the Act). However,to be
broadcast within the meaningof the Act,
the transmissionmustbe "to the public". As
a technical matter, each mobiletelephone
user, accordingto the Court, is properlyto
be viewed as receiving a separate
transmission. In addition, the mobile
teIephonenetworkservice is essentially a
service to facilitate
confidential
communication
betweentwo people.
The Court held that it would be a
distortion of the broadcasting provisions
of the Act to holdthat if, duringthe course
of this private communication,one party
was to communicatea work to the other
15

party, this wouldamountto a broadcast by
One relevant issue would be whether
Telecom "to the public". It would be
there was a performance of the work in
irrelevant whoplayed the musicwhichwas "public". In the context of telephone
transmitted to the mobiletelephones.
loudspeaker use, this could depend on a
(Withrespect, it is difficult to see how numberof variables, for example:
"confidentiality" has any bearing on the
¯ whether there happened to be other
public/private
distinction drawn in
persons whowere capable (or might be
previous cases regarding the meaningof
capable)
of hearing that particular
"public" - a communicationcould be a
music on hold being played; and
"public" communication(being between ¯
whether, if there were such persons so
people in their public capacity), but be
capable, whetherthey were hearing the
confidential.)
musicin their pubficor private capacity.
Causing a work to be distributed to
subscribers
to a diffusion
service(s31(1)(a ) Cv
The case law has consistently drawnthe
obvious, and rather unhelpful,
Acentral featureof any "distribution"is
conclusion that "public" means not
a uni-directional flow of something from
"private, domesticor quasi<tomestic".
one to more than one. The service
It should be apparent that, as a
provided in this case had the primary
practical
matter, these variables are such
function of facilitating communication
as
to
make
it very difficult both for
between two people and could not be
copyright owners(and collecting societies)
regardedas a service of distributing matter
to monitor whenthere has been a public
(such as music). Nor was music on hold
performance of a copyright work and for
service transmitted to the premises of
subscribers to the service, becausenobody companiesto ascertain with any degree of
certainty their liability in respect of such
subsefibes to receive musicon hold.
"performances".
Evenif the provision of musicon hold
Furthermore, when one considers, as
wasa service of distributing matter, there
the
Court mentioned, that music on hold
was no agreementto provide such service.
comes
unbidden to a calling party, it is
Therefore, Telecomhad not caused music
difficult
to characterise our loudspeaker
to be transmitted to subscribers to a
example
as
a "pubIic performance" (as
diffusion service. The Courtnoted that the
popularly
understood)
or to accept that
above principles applied equally to the
such
a
result
could
have
been intended by
transmission of recorded music as to the
the legislature.
¯ transmissionof musicderived fromradio.
It has beensaid (by G.Wei)that:
"(i)f
the performance occurs as
Commenton the Decision
adjunct to somecommercialactivity, then
n view of the increasing incidence of
almost certainly the performance can be
regarded as public ... The critical factor
music on hold, the question of
which
the court will have regard to is the
copyright infringement in relation to
character
of the audience. If it is a
this activity is one of someimportance.
domestic
or
quasi-domestic audience, then
It is to be welcomed
that this test case was
it
will
be
treated
as a private performance.
instigated, howeverfacts citing broader
The
question
as
to what is a domestic
examplesof instances of the provision of
audience
is
not
easy
to answer. Factors
music on hold would have assisted in
which
will
be
looked
at include the
resolving certain issues otherwise
commercial
nature
of
the
performance,the
highlighted by the case. The increasingly
effect
of
the
performance
on
the value of the
common
use of "loudspeakingfacilities" on
copyright,
and
the
question
as
to whetherthe
certain telephonesaffords an exampleof one
copyright
owner
has
any
legitimate
suchissue.
expectation
of
reaching
the
audience in
It would appear to follow from the
~ (emphasisadded)
issue.
Court’s reasoning, that if a calling party
As an example, suppose that a calling
were to receive music on hold whilst
party
rings a departmentstore from their
waitingfor the called party, and wasin turn
office
about a personal charge accountand
to place that music on hold onto the
places
music on hold onto a telephone
loudspeakerof their telephone, this might
loudspeaker
which in turn is heard by
constitute
the giving of a public
fellow
employees.
Onone interpretation of
performanceby the calling party (as the
the
above
passage,
the fellow employees
person causing the operation of the
are
there
in
their
"public"
capacity and
receiving apparatus) under s27(3) of
thus
there
would
be
a
public
performance.
Act.

AnnePeters is a solicitor with Freehill
Hollingdale &Page
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Anotherinterpretation wouldbe that the
"performance" was not commercial in
nature and had little, if any, effect on the
value of the copyright, and therefore was
not a public performanceunderthe Act.
Future Reforms
lthough,
for immediate
purposes, it is not necessaryto
draw any final conclusions, the
above example serves to
illustrate that existing copyrightlaw is not
always readily adaptable to new forms of
technology and new uses of copyright
works. Anysuch uncertainty is undesirable
and clearly serves only to increase the
costs of securing corporate compliance.
Wecan expect that collecting societies
(such as APRA)will continue to take
assertive stance in relation to collecting
royalties for use of copyright works(the
development of a blanket licence scheme
by the Copyright Agency Limited for
photocopyingby large corporations is one
such example). However,it may be more
appropriate, no matter the outcomeof the
appeal in this case, for the newly-created
Copyright ConvergenceGroup to place on
their agenda, the question of whether or
not the balance of public interests is in
favour of copyright owners having
exclusive rights in relation to music on
hold.

A

APRA Corporate

Ucence Scheme

n the context of a recent case, APRA
agreed to grant to the Commonwealth
Bank. a licence to perform in public
any musical workin APRA’srepertoire
for a fee of 50 cents per full-time employee
per annum,indexed annually in line with
the CPI increase. The same terms are now
offered generally by APRA
to corporations
who use music in the workplace under
APRA’sCorporate Licence Scheme.
This "blanket" licence eliminates the
need to negotiate a performiuglicence fee
on a song-by-songbasis and, if applicable,
the obligation to maintainaccurate records
of such public performances. It is still
possible, of course, to negotiate a "per
usage" licence with APRA.The Corporate
Licence Schemecould also cover use of
music on hold which might amount to a
public performance(as referred to in the
examplescited above).

I

Recent ACT defamation

cases

Noel Greenslade provides a round-up
n Packer -v- The Australian
Broadcasting Corporation & Ors, the
plaintiff suedin respect of an edition of
"Lateline broadcast on 11 October
1990. The program dealt with corporate
collapses in the 1980’s,the alleged failure
of the Labor Government to prevent
these events, and depicted nowfailed
entrepreneurs such as Messrs Bond and
Skase as having enjoyed access, through
financial patronageto governmentleaders.
The programdescribed practices used by
unscrupulous corporation controllers to
"rip off’ shareholders, such as "skimming",
"windowdressing", and "insider trading",
and the reporter then said:
"It’s nowclear in the headyboomtimes
of the 1980’s, manymajor corporations
used these practices and manymore were
temptedto use them. But what is not clear
is why no one in the Labor Government
did anything to seriously investigate them
or stop them.
The immediatereason can be found in
the events of the time".
At this point in the broadcast, a
backgroundshot displaying the plaintiff
engaged in conversation with the then
Prime Minister, Mr Hawkewas broadcast
lasting approximately 4 seconds, during
whichtime the reporter said:
"Before the crash, entrepreneurs were
national heroes, their deals were barely
questioned. Theymight, if you were lucky,
evenassist youin yourre-election".
Later in the program there was an
interview with the Hon. Michael Dully,
Federal AttorneyGeneralon the role of the
NCSC.The interviewer asked Mr Duffy at
the beginningof the interview:
"If MalcolmFraser and John Howard
presified over the era of the tax evader,
and the avoider, it wouldbe fair to say,
wouldit not, that your Labor Government
has presidedin the 80’s over the era of the
corporate crook?".
and in a later question:
’q’alking for obviousreasonsin general
terms, do you believe that there are
business people walking around in
Australia nowwhoshould be behind bars
and, secondly,if so, howconfidentcan you
be that that is wherethey will end up?".
At the end of the interview, as the
programclosed, the imageof the plaintiff
and MrHawkewas broadcast agaiu.
Theplaintiffs lawyers wroteto the ABC
complainingof delamatoryinferences that
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they alleged flowed from the program
concerning the plaintiff, and demanded
an
apology. The ABCresponded by denying
that any of the specific imputationsalleged
by the plaintiffs lawyerscould have arisen
fromthe broadcast and stated that they did
not believe an apology was warranted.
Nevertheless, on 18 October1990, the ABC
wrote to the plaintiff’s solicitors and
suggested a statement in the followng
"Welcometo the program... before we
start tonight, I’d like to refer backto our
programlast Thursday.
Youmayhe aware that lawyers acting
for Mr Kerry Packer have complained to
the ABCabout the Lateline program.
It was called ’q’he Horse has Bolted"
and examined
why the Bawke
Government had failed to properly
regulate the corporatesector.
The Report included three seconds of
well-knownfile footage of Mr Packer at a
dinner with Prime Minister Hawke.
Mr Packer’s lawyers have complained
that some viewers may have concluded
that Mr Packer was in someway involved
in corporatefraud.
Wedidn’t intend any such meaning
and we don’t believe viewers would have
drawnthis conclusion, but if any viewers
did so, we apologise to Mr Packer for
that".
Theplaintiff wasnot satisfied witb this
offer and through his solicitors replied
suggesting a different form of words.
However, on 18 October 1990, the first
defendant’s version was broadcast with the
exception that the words "four seconds"
were substituted for the words "three
In his reasons for decision of 25
Novermber1993, Justice Higgins found
that whilst the programdid imputethat the
plaintiff had aided politicians being reelected, such an imputation alone was not
defamatory unless it was further imputed
that such assistance in gaining re-election
wasfor an illegal or improperpurpose, and
found that an imputationthat the plaintiff
had bribed politicians to ensure they did
not investigate his criminal activities was
not made out. However, the following
imputations were found to be madeout:
(a) that the plaintiff wasguilty of corporate
fraud;
(b) that the plaintiff hadacteddeceitfully
manipulating companyaccounts;

(c) that the plaintiff had acted dishonestly
in stripping companiesof their assets
for his personalbenefit; and
(d) that the plaintiff had engaged
disreputable financial dealings in
connection with companiescontrolled
by him.
Justice Higgins awarded $40,000 for
damageto the plaintiffs reputation, $5,000
for aggravated damages, and $2,750 for
interest. Matters aggravating damages
werethe admittedfalsity of the allegations,
although His Honour noted that he was
not satisfied that the defendants had
intended to defamethe plaintiff, and the
rejection of the plaintiff’s request for an
appropriate apologyand the publication of
an inadequate
apology which was
described as ".... appallingly incompetent
and arrogant....".
Defamation of a "class" or
"group" - identification of
individnals
ichard Farley, GrahamBlight,
John MacKenzie, William
Bodman, Ross Maclver, and
Neil Samuelshave all brought
separate proceedings in the A.C.T.
SupremeCourt against John Faidax Group
Pry Ltd &Ors in respect of an article
published in the "Financial Review" on
22 June 1992 entitled "Meatman sent
packing to undertakers". The article
criticised activities of unnamed
officials,
representatives, lawyers and consultants
engaged by or acting for the National
Farmers Federation and the Victorian
FarmersFederation. The Plaintiffs allege
that they are, or wereat the relevant time,
officials of the NationalFarmersFederation
or the Victorian FarmersFederation, and
each of them alleges that the matter
complainedof was defamatoryof him.
The defendants (except for William
Matthews)brought an application to strike
out the statement of claim on the basis
that none of the plaintiffs could be
identified from the matter complainedof.
Justice Higgins dismissed the application
and in his reasons for decision of 25
November1993, discussed the factors he
considered
relevant
to whether
defamatory statements made about
membersof a class of persons without
expressly identifying individuals within
that class, can give rise to cause of action
17

on behalf of individuals within the class so
described. Thosefactors were:
1. Whether the matter complained of
properly interpreted, defamesall or
some of the class; if the matter
complainedof conveysa meaningthat
defamesall members
of the class, it is
more likely that each memberof the
class will havea causeof action.
2. The size of the class; the smaller the
size of the class, the morelikely it is
that individuals within the class will
havea causeof action.
:3. The generality of the defamatory
allegation; Justice Higgins commented:
"The more general the allegation, the
less likely it is that the average
reasonable reader wouldinterpret the
matter complained of as defaming
each member of the class or, if
appropriate, any of them. Onthe other
hand, the morespecific the allegations
againsta large class, the less likely it is
that the average reader could accept
that the matter complainedof conveys
the relevant imputation against each
memberof the class".
4. Theextravaganceof the allegation: the
more extravagant the allegation, the
less likely that the averagereasonable
reader wouldaccept that imputations
were conveyed against any or all
members
of the class.
His Honour found in this case that
because the allegations in the article
related to a specific fact situation andwere
not, per se, extravagantit wasnot possible
for himto concludethat it was impossible
for the matter complainedof to defamethe
plaintiffs and accordinglythe application
was refused. (Ed - an application bp the
defendants for leave to appeal has been
refused).

executed on 23 August 1985 released
the defendant.
The Court’s decision in relation to the
first point of Appeal, will obviouslybe of
great importanceto television broadcasters,
particularly regional stations, that take
broadcastson relay.
High Court - Statutory Privilege
n Pervan -v- North Queensland
NewspaperCompanyLimited & Anor,
the High Court was required to
consider the application of the
statutory defence provided by Section
377(8) of the Criminal Code Act 1899
(OLD)which provides:
"It is a lawfulexcusefor the publication
of defamatory
matter .....
(8) If the publication is madein good
faith in the course of, or for the purposes
of, the discussion of somesubject of public
interest, the public discussion of whichis
for the public benefit, and if, so far as the
defamatory matter consists of comment,
the comment
is fair.
For the purposes of this section, a
pubficationis said to be madein goodfaith if
the matter published is relevant to the
matters the existence of whichmayexcuse

I

the publication in goodfaith of defamatory
matter; if the mannerand extent of the
publication does not exceed what is
reasonablysufficient for the occasion;andif
the person by whomit is made is not
actuatedby ill-will to the persondefamed,or
by any other impropermotive, and does not
believe the defamatorymatter to be untrue".
In 1986, a memberof the Parliament of
Queensland, made allegations in the
Parliament that MrPervan, a Councillor of
the Johnston Shire Council and Chairman
of its Works Committee, had misapplied
the Council’s Cyclone Relief funds, and
had been "feathering his own nest". The
first respondent, the publisher of the
"lnnisfail Advocate"had twice publisheda
fair report of these allegations. It
then published on behalf of the second
respondentin its Public Notice section, an
advertisementin the followingterms:
"Councillorsfeathering their ownnests?
Fundsbeing misappropriated?This is doing
irreparable damageto the image of our
shire. It is nowmoreimportantthan ever to
attend the ratepaye~and residents Meeting
at the GrandCentral Hotel, Tuesday, 12th
Augustat 8pm~
The plaintiff brought proceedings in
the District Courtof Queensland.The Trial

Thompson-v- Australian Capital
Television Pty Limited - Appeal
Notice of Appeal against the
decision of Justice Gallop of 20
DecemberI993 was filed in the
Federal court on 7 January1994.
In substancethe twogroundsof Appealare:
1. That the defence of innocent
disseminationis not opento a television
broadcaster whohas deliberately rebroadcast a programme
containing libel
(whether that broadcaster was aware
the programcontainedlibel or not); and
2. That the LearnedJudgeerred in holding
that on its terms the Deedof Release

A
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Judge excludedthe defence under s.377(8)
from the jury’s consideration, and the
plaintiff received$4,000damages.
The Full Court of the SupremeCourt of
Queensland allowed an appeal by the
North Queenslaud Newspaper Company;
found that the defence under s.377(8)
should havebeenleft to the jury. and that
on the evidence, Judgment should have
beenentered for the first respondent.
The plaintiff appealedagainst the Full
Court finding, and on 17 November1993,
the appeal was dismissed by the majority
of MasonC J, Brennan, Deane, Dawson,
Toohey and Gaudron J J with McHughJ
dissenting.
The majority in their joint judgment
considered that s.377(8) gave rise to two
principal questions:
"(1)Is the protection underthat sub-section
for comment which is fair only
available whenthe facts on which the
commentis based are indeed true and
stated, referred to or notoriousto those
to whomthe matter is published?
(2) ls it an essential elementof the defence
when pleaded in relation to the
publication of another’s commentthat
the publisher hold the opinion
expressed in the comment".
In answering the first of those two
questions, the Court approved the
approach of Sugerman J in Rigby -vAssociated NewspapersLimited and held
that reference in s.377(8) to "fair
comment"does not require that the facts
upon which that commentis based to be
true. provided that, at the time the
commentis published the publisher does
not holda belief that such facts are untrue.
The Court commented:
"Whenthe paramount policy interest

manifest on the face of s.377(8) is the
encouragementand protection of freedom
of discussionon a matter of public interest
for the benefit of the public, it wouldbe
inappropriate to construe that sub-section
as requiring that a person wishing to
participate in the discussion of such a
matter by way of commenton the facts
stated on a privileged occasion, whenthat
discussion is for the public benefit, should
firstly satisfy himselfor herself the truth of
those facts before commentiug upon
them",
Further, it was held that it was not
necessary that there be a statement of the
facts on whichthe comment
is based in the
publication, provided that the jury is
satistied that such facts are sufficiently
indicated or notorious to enable persons to
whomthe defamatory matter is pubfished
to judge for themselves the fairness or
otherwise of the comment,
In relation to the secondquestion, the
Court held that it was not an essential
element of the defence that the publisher
of another’s commenthold the opinion
expressed in the comment,and held that
"it is sufficient if the publication is
objectively fair and the plaintiff does not
prove that the defendant publisher was
actuated by malice". The Court cited with
approval the comments
of DicksonJ in his
dissenting judgment in Cherneskey -vArmadalePublishers Ltd a decision of the
SupremeCourt of Canada:
"It does not require any great
perceptionto envisagethe effect of such a
rule uponthe position of a newspaperin
the publicationof letters to the editor. An
editor receiving a letter containing matter
which might be defamatory would have a
defence of fair commentif he shared the

views expressed, but defenceless if it did
not hold those views. As the columns
devoted to letters to the editor are
intended to stimulate uninhibited debate
on every public issue, the editor’s task
would be an unenviable one if he were
limited to publishing only those letters
with which he agreed.
He would
be engaged in a sort of censorship,
antithetical to a free press".
In applying s.337(8) to the present
case, the Court found that the statements
madein Parliamentconstituted a sufficient
substratum of fact uponwhich to base the
publication; that the comment
was fair, and
that there was no evidenceto suggest that
anyone connected with the first
respondent believed the contents of the
advertisementto be untrue.
A submissionby the appellant that the
manner and extent of the publication
exceeded that that was reasonably
sufficient for the occasionbecausethe first
respondent’s Newspapercirculated in an
area which extended outside the Johnston
Shire was described as %. utterly without
merit" and rejected on the basis that the
administration of the JohnstonShire was a
matter of public interest to persons
resident outside the Shire, including
ratepayers of the Johnston Shire who
reside outside the shire, and that there was
nothing to suggest that placing the
advertisement in another publication
would have succeeded in bringing the
matter sufficiently to the attention of the
ratepayers and residents of the shire.
Noel Greenslade is a solicitor with
Gallens Crowley & Chamberlain in
Canberra

Interconnection
and the dominant
market position in New Zealand
John Mackay and Jane Trethewey report

on the recent decision in Clear Communications Limited

-v- Telecom Corporation of New Zealand and Ors.
n 17 December 1993, the New
Zealand Court of Appeal handed
downits judgment
on the application
of s.36 of the Commerce
Act 1986to
negotiations betweenNewZealand Telecom
and Clear Communications for the
interconnection of Cleat’s network to
Telecom’s network. Section 36 (the New
Zealand equivalent of s.46 of the Trade
Practices Act 1974)proscribes the use of a
dominantposition in a marketfor the purpose
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of restricting the entry of a person into a
market,preventingor deterzinga personfrom
engagingin competitiveconduct in a market
or eliminatinga personfroma market.
Clear (which was formed in 1990 to
compete in the newly deregulated
telecommunications
market in New
Zealand)wishedto establish local telephone
services to business subscribers. Accessto
Telecom’snetworkwas essentiaI to enable
Cleat’s and Telecom’scustomersto call one

another. After protracted negotiations, the
parties could not agree on the terms for
interconnecfion. Telecom’sconductand the
stance adopted by it in the negotiations
wereallegedto contravenes. 36.
It was accepted that Telecomwas in a
dominantposition in the relevant market,
being the national market for standard
switchedtelephoneservices, as the majority
of the Courtheld in TelecomCorporationof
NewZealandLtd -v- Commerce
Commission.
19

frombreach of s.36 in relation to the terms
for interconnection was rejected because
Clear had not established that the parties
he main issue considered by the
elecomeffeclivelyrefusedto deal on
would
have been likely to reach agreement
the terms suggested by Clear and
Court of Appeal was whether the
but for the breach.
instead proposed terms which
proposed pricing mechanism
The Court gave guidance as to the
included an access code and an
contravened s.36. Telecomargued
appropriate
pricing mechanism for
access levy as a contribution to Telecom’s that the opportunity cost methodof pricing
interconnection
focusing on the
networkinfrastructure costs, includingits
the provision of interconnection services
incremental
costs
of
providing
the service,
"cross-subsidy burden" (constraints on
was consistent with what wouldbe done in
including
fixed
and
common
costs
such as
pricing for residential telephoneservices
a competitive environment.
the
cost
of
its
obligations
to
residential
retained by the GovernmentwhenTelecom
The Court held that this pricing
users, plus a reasonable return for
was privatised in 1990). Clear objected
mechanism was anti-competitive and in
stronglyto the accesscodeandlevy.
breach of s.36 as it included monopoly providingthe services.
The Court also suggested that both
Clear had successfully tendered for the
profits, effectively requiring the competitor
parties
re-evaluate their approach to the
supply to the NZJustice Department of
to indemnify the monopolist against any
negotiations
- Clear should accept that
telephone services on the basis that it
loss of custom. The Court rejected the
would be fully interconnected with
Telecom
is
entitled
to charge a line rental
argument that any monopolyrents would
to
recover
proper
incremental
costs and a
Telecom’s network and that there would be eliminated over time through the
be no access code. Underits contract with
reasonable
return
for
the
provision
of
competitive process, through a price
the Justice Department,Clear was subject
interconnection
services,
while
Telecom
review mechanism,pointing out that this
to substantial penalties if it could not
should not treat Clear as equivalent to a
mechanismwas at best imperfect, allowing
provide the service by the required time.
PABXcustomer and should change its
Telecomto exploit the margin until the
Whenit becameclear that the negotiations
attitude to reciprocity.
next review, and at worst mayconstitute a
were not proceeding quickly enough,
further barrier to entry because of the
Clear applied to Telecomfor a standard
Comment
transaction costs involved. The Court also
DDIservice to enable it to meet its
rejected the submission that persistent
his judgment illustrates
the
obligations to the Justice Department.
monopoly rents could be dealt with by
Telecom refused the permit for the
difficulties
in
determining
appropriate
regulation, including the price control
service.
terms for interconnection where
provisions of the Commerce
Act. This was
The parties subsequently agreed on an
there is little or no legislative
said to be unrealistic in view of the
interim arrangement for the Justice
guidance. In contrast to the NewZealand
Government’spolicy of a "light-handed"
Department contract and negotiations
policydecisionto rely on little regulationand
approach to telecommunications industry
continued on the final arrangements for
primarily upon market forces for the
regulation.
interconnection. Telecomput forward a
developmentof competition, the Australian
The access code requirement was also
newproposal whichincluded passing on to
TelecommunicationAct 1991 regulates the
held to be anti-competitive, as it was
its customersany chargesby Clear for calls
carriers in significant ways:prohibitions9n
unnecessary for charging purposes or to
onto Clear’s network,an access codeonly if
enable customers to differentiate between anti-competitiveconduct;carriers are given
Clear madesuch charges, charges for calls
the fight to interconnect with the networks
the networks and would impose a major
onto Telecom’s network at Telecom’s
of other cm~ersand to request the provision
competitive disadvantage on Clear. The
standard PABX
call rates and a monthly Court also found that Telecom’srefusal to
of telecommunications services and
charge for the interconnection (an access
necessary supplementaryservices; in the
issue a DDIpermit was in breach of s.36.
levy). The figures were calculated by
event of a failure to agree terms of
The Court said that, taken together as a
reference not to overheadcosts, but to the
interconnection the parties can submitthe
package,
Telecom’s
terms for
opportunity cost to Telecomrepresenting
matter to AUSTEL
for arbitration; the terms
interconnection
were
more
onerous
than
revenue lost by Telecomto Clear. Clear
of the interconnectionagreementare subject
could have been insisted upon in a fully
objected to being charged for calls as a
to AUSTEL’s
scrutiny in the process of
competitive environment and prevented
PABX
customer and to the access code and
registration; and the prices whichTelecom
Clear fromentering the market.
levy.
may charge for interconnection
are
The Court inferred anti-competitive
The High Court found that Telecom
regulated.
purpose
and
rejected
submissions
that
had breached s.36 in not accepting Clear
If NZTelecom and Clear are unable
Telecom’s conduct was due merely to
as an ordinary DDIcustomer and that
to reach agreement on the terms of
inexperience
and
reliance
upon
expert
Clear was entitled to damages.The Court
interconnection, the carriers mayneed to
advice in a complex commercial
also held that Telecomhad breached s.36
arbitrate
or may face Government
in treating Clear as a PABXcustomer
regulation
in
a similar formto that which
The Court gave a declaration that the
rather than a networkoperator, requiring
the
carriers
face
in Australia. The longer
the access code and for chargingexcessive terms for interconnection set by Telecom
the parties take to reach agreement the
prices for connectionto the loop. However, in its various proposals contraveneds.36 of
greater the benefit to Telecomfrom the
the
Commerce
Act,
refusing
to
give
more
the Court found that Clear had not
detailed orders given that the parties were delay in Clear entering the market.
suffered loss. The delays in negotiations
still in negotiation. The awardof damages
were not in themselves in breach of s.36
for the refusal to grant a DDIpermit was
John Mackay and Jane Trethewey are
nor was the proposed opportunity cost
upheld. Clear’s claim for damagesflowing solicitors at Blake DawsonWaldron
pricing mechanism.
The Facts

T

The Court of Appeal

T
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GATT dealJock Given outlines

what it

the practical

means

consequences of the concluded

Uruguay Round
n December, the 115 membersof the
General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (~GATT")finally settled on
package of agreements aimed at
liberallsing world trade. Thesecountries
account for 90%of world merchandise
trade.
The Industry Commission estimates
that the long-term effects of the Uruguay
Roundwill be an increase in Australia’s
exports over SASbi/lion,and an increase in
Australia’s GDPof around$A3.7billion.
The deal camesome seven years after
the UruguayRoundwas launched at Punta
del Este in 1986. It represents a major
achievementby negotiators and Ministers
from Australia and all other countries. A
formal ceremonyat which the agreements
- some6,500 pagesof them- are signed by
relevant Ministers and will be held in
Moroccoin mid April.
For the film and television industries in
Australia, there are two key agreements:
¯ Services - the General Agreement on
Trade in Services ("GATS");and
¯ Intellectual Property - Trade Related
aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
("tRIPS").
The services agreement will have
minima/immediate
effect on Australia. The
Intellectual
property agreement will
require some changes to Australia’s
copyright legislation and substantial
changes to copyright laws in someother
countries which are not currently
members of the major international
copyright agreements.

I

Services
ast minute negotiations between
the US and the EC about the
audiovisual sector proved highly
contentious. It waswidelyreported
that audiovisual services were "excluded"
from the final agreement.This is not the
case.
Audiovisual services are covered by
the agreement. However, this does not
meanthe countries are obliged to remove
all formsof assistance arrangementsin the
sector.
It means, firstly, that somegeneral
obligations like "transparency" (the
requirement that information about
assistance arrangements and regulatory
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measuresbe madepublicly available) will
forced to pursue liberalisation through
applyin the audiovisualsector.
multilateral
disputes settlements
Secondly,another general obligation proceduresset out in it. Nevertheless,the
"most favoured nation" (also known as
obligation to seek higher levels of
"non-discrimination"- the obligation to
liberalisation in the future means that
treat each nation’s services or service
external pressure on Australia’s domestic
providers as favourably as the "most
assistance arrangements is likely to
favoured nation’s" services or service
continue in someform,
providers) - will apply, but countries may
take out specific exemptions to it in
intellectual
Property
particular sectors.
Australia has taken out an exemption
The three major implications of this
to the MFN
obligation in relation to film
agreementare:
and television co-production treaties.
¯ Australia and those signatories which
These would otherwise infringe the MFN
do not already havesuch a fight will be
obligation, becausethey treat co-producers
requiredto introducea "rental fight" to
from countries with whomAustralia has
give copyright control over rental of
co-production
arrangements
more
computer programs and sound
favourably than those with whomAustralia
recordings. This does not extend to
does not. The exemptionwill ensure that
cinematographic
films.
(The
such arrangementscan be maintained.
agreementactually obliges membersto
Thirdly, other obligations - like market
introduce a rental right for films, but
access and national treatment (treating
allows themto avoid the obligation if
foreign services and service providers as
rental activity in their countries has not
favourably as domestic ones) - will apply
created problems).
onlyto the extent that individual countries
¯ Signatories will have to establish
offer to makethemapply. This means, in
effective procedures for enforcing
particular, that domestic content quotas
copyright and other intellectual
will only have to be removedor reduced if
property rights. The lack of such
individualcountriesoffer to do so.
enforcement procedures has been a
The UShas madean extensive offer in
major deficiency in the existing
relation to audiovisualservices. Thatis, it
international copyright conventions
has committeditself not to introduce many
such as Berne. It has meant that
forms of assistance measures commonin
countries could introduce copyright
other countdes.
laws, but take little action to ensure
Australia and the EC have made no
they were enforced.
offers in this area. This meansthey have
GATFmemberswho are not currently
left themselves with the flexibility to
signatories to the major copyright
introduce new measures or adapt existing
conventions will be required to
measures to assist their audiovisual
introduce copyright laws. Such
industries.
countries include Indonesia and
However, all membersare committed
Singapore. However, developing
to entering into successive rounds of
countries will have four years in which
negotiations beginningwithin five years of
to comply.
the signing of the agreement,"with a view
The term of performers protection (a
to achievinga progressivelyhigher level of
limited form of copyright which
libera/isation".
currently applies for 20 years under
Overall, the services agreement is
Australian CopyrightLaw)will need to
crucial in establishing legally enforceable
be extendedin all membercountries to
multi-lateral rules for trade and investment
50 years,
in the services sector. It will act as a
discipline on unilateral action being taken
(This article appearedin the January
by countries who believe their trade
1994issue of °AFCNews").
interests are adversely affected by the
actions of other countries. Once the
Jock Given, Policy Advisor, Australian
agreement is signed, countries will be
Film Commission
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A "Real Life" trespass at the
Santa Fe Gold
Max Bonnell examines a recent Victorian
broadcast of material
he Supreme Court of Victoria
refused to grant an injunction
restraining ChannelSeven’"s Real
Life- programme
from broadcasting
a videotapeof a striptease showfilmed by a
hidden camera in a Melbourne hotel
(Whiskisoda Pry Limited -v- HSVChannel
Seven Pry Limited, judgmentof McDonald
J,
5 November
1993).

T

The facts
t L00pmon 29 October1993, four
membersof a crew from Real Life
entered the Santa Fe Gold Hotel
where, with a concealed camera,
they filmeda lunchtimestrip tease showthat
(accordingto McDonald
J) featured "a nude
woman
engagedin a sexually explicit performance
in the presenceof a number
of males".
During the following week, Real Life
advertised that it intended to expose the
entertainmentat the Santa Fe Goldas "one
of Melbourne’sbiggest embarrassments".
On 4 November 1993, Whiskisoda Pty
Limited, the licensee of the Santa Fe Gold,
commenced proceedings against HSV
ChannelSeven Pry Limited and applied for
an injunction to prevent the broadcastingof
the videotapefilmedat the hotel.

A

The plaintiff’s case: copyright,
contract and trespass "
hiskisoda madethree claims
against Seven.Thefirst that a
broadcast wouldinfringe its
copyright in the performance
was not pursuedbefore McDonald
J. Nor was
muchattention paid to the second,that Seven
had breached an agreementwith Whisldsoda
notto filmactivitiesinsidethe hotel.
The remainingand the mostsubstantial
claim was that Seven had trespassed by
breachinga conditionof its licence to enter
the hotel’s premises. Onthis point there
was conflicting evidence. Ross Kennedy,of
Whiskisoda,said that signs displayedat the
hotel’s entrance read: "Strictly no filming
permitted on premises". WarrenWilton,
Real Life’s BureauChief and a memberof
the crewthat visited the SantaFe Gold,said
that he had seen no signs. If there wereno
signs, Sevenargued,there wasno limitation
uponits crew’slicenceto enter the hotel.

W
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decision on an attempt to prevent a

obtained by concealed cameras

Walkins and trespass
n the question of trespass,
McDonald J turned to the
decision of YoungJ in Lincoln
Hunt (Australia) Pry Limited
Willesee &Ors(1986).
That case concerned a "walkin" by a
ChannelNine camera crew on the premises
of a companythat sold investmentschemes,
accompanied by one of that company’s
dissatisfied customers.Refusingto grant an
injunction restraining Channel Nine from
broadcastingwhat it had filmed, YoungJ set
out the followingprinciples:
¯ a walkincrewcmranitsa trespass if there
is no licencefor it to enter the premises;
¯ whetherany licence exists dependsupon
an analysis of any implied or express
invitation extendedby the occupier;
¯ the court may grant an injunction to
preventpublicationof a tape filmed by a
trespasserif confidentiafityis involvedor
if the publicationwouldbe uncon~ionable;
and
¯ to obtain suchan injunction, the plaintiff
mustbe able to showthat it will suffer
irreparable damageif the injunction is
not granted. If damagesare an adequate
remedy,no injunction will be granted.
In short, the fact that a walkincamera
crew may have committed an actionable
trespassis not in itsetf a sufficientgroundfor
the grantingof an injunction to restrain the
broadcasting of what was filmed. Something
moreis required: there must be a breach of
confidentiality or the circumstancesmustbe
"such to makepublication unconscionable".
Whiskisoda argued that the intended
broadcast would breach confidentiality
because it would enable the wide
identification of the hotel’s performersand
customers, who were entitled to their
anonymity. It was also argued that the
broadcast wouldbe unconscionablebecause
it wouldmakeit difficult for the hotel to
retain its performersand customers,causing
irreparable damage.
McDonaldJ dismissed Whiskisoda’s
argumenton confidentiality almost out of
hand. He could find no legal principle that
wouldprotect the confidentiality of the
performersor audienceat a strip tease show.
In anyevent, he did not believeit possibleto
identify any performer or spectator from
RealLife’s carefullyeditedtape.

Serious questions
cDonaldJ foundthat there were
"serious questions"of both fact
and law for the court to decide:
essentially, these were whether
the cameracrew’slicence to enter the hotel
was limited in any way, and whether a
trespass had occurred. Werethe plaintiff to
succeed, McDonald
J considered, it could
be compensatedadequately by an award of
damages, perhaps including exemplary
damages.Accordingly, the broadcast would
not be "unconscionable" in the sense
intended by YoungJ, and the balance of
convenience did not require that an
injunctionbe granted.
Theevidencebroughtin this application
requires comment.Muchof it - on both
sides - amounted to little more than
posturing. Kennedy, for Whiskisoda,
claimed that if Real Life’s tape were
broadcast, performerswouldleave the hotel
and customerswouldbe reluctant to visit it,
for fear that their exhibitionism and
voyeurism might be broadcast to a wider
public. This containedan inferencethat the
hotel wouldsuffer ongoingdamage, which
was without foundation for the simple
reason that there was no realistic prospect
that Real Life’s visit wouldbe repeated. A
usedstory is a deadstory: RealLife had its
story, and had no reason to comeback. The
suggestion that camera crews might
becomeregular visitors at the Santa Fe
Goldwasridiculous.
For Seven,Wdtongave evidencethat the
purposebehindRealLife’s story wasto air the
views of a groupnanaedthe "CentreAgainst
Sexual Assault" that the entertainment at
Santa Fe Gold might encourage attacks
against women.It was not possible, Wilton
said, to deliver this messageeffectively
vcithout pictures. Aninjunctionwoulddamage
the story becauseit would"gostale".
"Gostale"? It is safe to assumethat
Wiltondid not meanto suggest that sexual
assault would cease to be a newsworthy
topic. He may have meant that Santa Fe
Goldmightstop giving strip shows,or that
those shows would stop endangering
women,
but in either case, RealLife’s act of
public service wouldhavebeen shownto be
unnecessary. WhatWiltonreally meant, of
course, was that he had a goodstory in the
can and wantedto use it. So whynot say so?
It is usual for the publication or
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broadcasting of prurient material to be
justified
by reference to a high moral
purpose. There is nothing newin this. q3ae
practice is at least as old as Edmund
Curll, the unlovely 18th century English
pornographer, who defended some of his
more lurid efforts by claiming that "they
treat only of matters of the greatest
importance to society ... are directly
calculated for antidotes against debauchery

and unnatural lewdness."
Usually, of course, it is necessary for a
publisher to raise a defence involving the
public interest when defamation proceedings
are brought. But no such proceedings were
taken here. It wouldbe refreshing, just once,
for a broadcaster to tell a court; "Our
business is to makea profit from entertainhag
people. It is a legitimate business. Television
is a visual medium, so we need images.

To preselect a carrier
Trish

Benson discusses

the recent

preselection

telecommunications
y early 1994, the residents of
l Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra and
Brisbane will have voted to
preselect
their long distance
telecommunications carrier as Telecom’s
monopolyon telecommunications services is
opened up to competition from the second
carrier, Optus. Progressively, all telephone
subscribers across Australia will be asked to
select their preferred carrier.
The ballot is seen as fast tracking
competition
and it is a part of the
Government’s commitmentto micro economic
reform. There are a numberof issues that have
not been adequately addressed in the
economic reform debate (a debate that has
becomeso pervasive both prior to and during
the preselection ballot) and one of those issues
is the need for deregulation; and inherent
w/thin deregulation is the needfor competitinn
within telecommunications.
Over the past one hundred years, the
telephone has become an integral part of
Australia’s economicand social life. While
the economic benefits
of having an
accessible and affordable telephone (and not
related services, such as facsimiles, voice
mail, the use of bulletin boards, etc) are well
documented as advantaging the business
community, the social functions and its
benefits and not taken into account in the
debates. The social functions of the
telephone nearly always pertain to women’s
use of the phone and bow that usage
maintains and facilitates community
life.
Choice
The ballot has been applauded as
providing consumerchoice, howeverthere is
no recognition
that choosing a phone
companyis very unlike choosing a can of
baked beans from the supermarket shelf.
The price of long distance phone calls
became a major issue during the ballot
(and providing consumers with pricing
information became a major sticking point
between consumer advocates during the
ballot process). Some sections argued
(reasonably coherently) during the ballot that
the social functions and the provision of an
aflbrdable and accessible telecommunications
network was a muchwider issue than which
Communications
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of long distance

carriers

phone company provided the cheapest long
distance calls- Telecomor Optus.
Even choosing a long distance carrier on
pricing alone is extremely difficult for
residential consumers. The carriers change
their pricing structures regularly and the
plethora of information made available
(largely via advertising in the media)
exacerbated by the Telecom offered family
and friends discounts and flexiplans, and
what has become a catch cry of both
carriers - "customerservice".
The costs
A criticism of the ballot process by
consumer groups is the amounts of money
being poured into advertising
by both
carriers - approximately 820M.The ballot,
which is being overseen by AUSTEL,the
telecommunications regulator, is costing
$35M and includes a community education
program. This criticism is again justified
when many low-income earners cannot
afford a telephone,
are finding
it
increasingly difficult to pay for continued
access to a telephone, or do not access to
the standard telephone service (such as
people who are hearing impaired, with
speech difficulties or are deaf).
These criticism of the ballot process are
indicative of the concerns that residential
consumers also have towards the advent of
competition. As far as residential consumers
are concerned, some of the promises that
competitionpromisedhaveas yet to be realised.
Residential consumers may get cheaper
long distance phone calls if they can wade
through the plethora of information about
pricing and if the issue of affordability and
accessibility
to the standard telephone
service for many disadvantaged is not
debated publicly. The question that needs to
be asked is whether the quality of servicethat
Telecom provided before the introduction of
competition could have been improved
without resorting to a very limited debate
about the functions of a telecommunications
network and millions of dollars being poured
into the coffers of advertising agencies.
This article by Trish Benson,Co-ordinatorof
the Consumers’ Telecommunications Networh,
doesnot reflect the viewsof the Network.

People want to see pictures, not listen to
descriptions. Wetry to give people what they
want and so long as we remain within the
law, we should not be stopped."
But perhaps it is naive to expect that
kindof candour.It’s very rare, in real life.
MaxBonnell is a solicitor at Allen Allen
& ltemsley

Vi$COPY
almost there
David Throsby proclaims the near
arrival

of a new collecting society

he process of establishing a copyright
collection agencyfor visual artists and
craftspeople in Australia is nowahnost
completed. The National Association
for the Visual Arts (NAVA)
has been working
on this project for over four years, firstly by
undertaking an extensive feasibility study
with assistance from the Copyright Agency
Limited (CAL)and then by setting in train the
lengthy process of incorporation of the
company, to be known as VI$COPY.
Towards the end of last year, Hans
Guldberg of Economic Strategies
Ltd
produced a detailed paper looking at the
income projections for VI$COPY
in its first
five years. The study analysed the histories
and financial strategies of similar agencies in
Europe and assessed the developing market
sectors in Australia. From this study, a
Business Plan was developed outlining the
objectives, structure and projected financial
arrangements for the proposed agency.
The Memoand Articles for VI$COPYare
being prepared
by Corrs Chambers
Westgarth following substantial input from
Natasha Serventy, tile legal consultant to the
project. When these are finalised,
the
companywill seek incorporation. There has
been strong support for the establishment of
VI$COPY from a number of sources,
including the Visual Arts/Craft Board of the
Australia Council, the NSWMinistry for the
Arts and other State Ministries,
the
Australian Cultural DevelopmentOffice, and
CAL.NAVA
is still actively lobbying to put
together a financial support packageto carry
VI$COPYthrough its establishment stages
towardsfull self-sufficient operation.
VI$COPYlooks forward to the final
stages of negotiating for funding and the
commencement of operations during the
year. The establishment of VI$coPYwill at
last fill a significant gap in the existing scope
of provision for copyright protection of
Australian artist.
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